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INTRODUCTION
Historical

Introduction

This is a study of an institution.
meet basic human needs,
and self-expression.

Institutions

some of which are shelter,

They formulate

leaders

An

institution

to

association,

protection,

vi.thin the group patterns

of behavior

which are intended to guide and develop habits
dividual.

are established

of conformity in the in-

is made up of traditions,

and members, symbols, regulations,

habits

and attitudes,

and property.(19,p.8)

The development of the Church Welfare Program came as such an institution.
In 1936 the Church of Jesus Christ of Lattel'-day
called

the "Mormon"Church) introduced

as the Church Welfare Plan.

1

were:

help themselves;

(3) to build character

sympathy and understanding

as defined by Church

and shelter

for the worthy

in givers as well as receivers;

and temporal rehabilitation;

(5) to foster

between the giver and receiver;

and (6) to

the "evil of the dole."(7,p.1-6)

Previous

to this

time the Church had endeavored to ca.re for the

needs of its members ma.inly by me&l.s of its

material
donations.

The fast

offering

member is expected to fast
May

to meet various

s. Church who are in need; (2) to help people to

(4) to provide for spiritual

1.

Some of these,

(1) to provide food, clothing,

members of the L. D.

eliminate

what is lmown among its members

This plan was instituted

needs of the members of the Church.
leaders,

Saints (commonly

hereafter

is a. voluntary

"fast

contribution.

offering"
FAch Church

2 meals 1 day a month, and give the cost of

be referred

to as "Welfare Program" or ''Program.

n

2

these meals to the bisho p , 1 who ad,ministers
who

are in need.

that

After

of the l9J0 1 s it became apparent

the depression

some other plan was necessary

2
to ward members

the offerings

in order to meet the above-mentioned

.x

needs.
For temporary relief

during the same depression

given free dole to many who needed it.
members who received
uation

against

Church leaders

observed that

support began to expect help without reason-a

often referred

a policy

the government had

to a.s the

ev11 of the dole.

11

of the Church officials

It has always been

to guard the membership of the Church

taking something for nothing

sixth need, that of teaching

11

sit-

(7,p.12)

against

so the above-mentioned

this practice

which had developed,

arose.
The

Church Welfare Program was organized

meeting all

with

the intention

of

needs in 1 institution.

of the previously-mentioned

Those who were able eould donate time, work, and money for those

who were in need of services

and goods.

were without work could be furnished
services

enough in money and "kind

ing to the Church leaders

who 11receive,"

employment and receive

11

to meet their

when those who 11give

sympathy and understanding

economic principle
and est.ablish

individual

security,

The development of institutions
The Welfare had a simple beginning;
l.
2.

11

for their

needs.(7,p.lJ)
work together

is fostered.

and

Accordwith those

The gener al

behind the Church Welfare Plan is to build up, develop,
whioh promotes and preserves

free agency a.nd gives freedom and liberty

'·

Those who -were ablebodied

to individual

religious

members.(7,p.15)

1s from the simple to the complex.

it first

began with a group of women

A bishop is the eeclesiastica.l
leader of a ll,'8,l"d.
A ward is a unit divieion of a stake; a stake is 1 unit
the entire Church.

division

of

l

3

within ea.ch ward 1 who were organized a.s a "Relief Society"

to look after

those in the -ward who were 1n need of some kind of service.
cause the tasks of the womenbecame so great,
a.eked to help.

During the aftermath

be-

other ward members were

of the great depression

1 t became

that the needs of the members of the Church could be met better

apparent

Therefore in 1936 the Church Welfare Plan

by a Church-wide organization.

was organized.
wards.

Later,

Through this organization

In these projech

bedding

projects

and clothing

were developed within

were furnished

and made

by ward members, food was grow and processed or canned, money was coland all was turned in to the Welfare Project.

lected,

Sometimes the

stake or region helped to finance the cost of the materials
Regional storehouses

were established

food was processed and food and clothing
As the Wslfare Program developed,
food-processing
units

plants,

factured

1n the plants;

in the factories;

areas

where

were stored.
farms, factories,

and wheat elevators

of the Church in various regions.

and processed

in strategic

used.

canneries,

were purchased by organized

Food is now grown on the farms

shoes, soap, and other articles
wheat is stored in the elevators.

are manuThese goods

are produced for the needy members of the Church ma.inly by the voluntary
services

of Church members.

In Salt Lake City, Utah.

there is what is know as Welfare Square

--an exchange terminal for supplying to 1 region goods w.ich it cannot
supply itself.
many

Welfare Square also processes

other opportunities

for employment for members in that area.

It is not the purpose in this Introduction
l.

The ward 1s the smallest
s. Church.

L. D.

milk products and provides

to give a complete account

organized ecclesiastical

unit of the

K'

4

of the types of activity

and purposes of the Program, but only to present

a sketch in order that the reader may have some idea. of the purpose and

function

of the Program, and thereby have a better

understanding

of the

purpose of this study.
Church lead.ere feel

that to be successful

the Program must be ap-

1

proved by themselves and by the lay members of the Church.
minds the Program oa.n.not be called
of all members and benefits
(1) contributing

hearted
is

in it,

necessities;

either

by

or (J) by

'The General

to work for these necessities.(?,p.18)

of the Church feel that the Program does not have the wholeThey feel that l major reason for this

that these members do not fully

lack experience

feel

This 1s necessary

appraisals

that successful

Welfare Program has been 1n operation

develop-

that are made of the achieve-

in order to get a picture

so that weak points

It is upon this basis

far as the writer

the Program and

that the success of any institutional

ment depends upon the periodical

shortcomings are,

understand

in worldn& with 1 t.

Business leaders

ments.

1 t reaches the lives

them through participation

support of the membership.

the fact

until

work and money; (2) receiving

ha.vine opportunities
Authorities

successful

In their

of what some of the

can be strengthened

in the future.

programs have been built.
for approximately

1.5 years,

can determine there has been no formal appraisal

The
and as

of the

institution.
This study is an attempt
are related

to the attitudes

to examine some assertions

to see how they

of Church members, for upon attitudes

depends

the success of the Program. /
1.

Lay members as ref' erred to here are all

not on the General Welfare :Board.

members of the Church who a.re

5

REVIEW
OF LITEP.ATURE
Church Welfare ProgrB@ Studies
Studies relating

to some phase of the L.

Program have been made by individuals
a.nd universities.

welfare agencies,

Church Welfare

working to,i8-rd degrees in colleges

one of these studies

the amount of supplementation

n. s.

(12) was designed to determine

given by Church welfare agencies a.nt public

the nature of the supplementation,

back of the supplementations.

and the planning

Another study (1) related

to the Church

Welfare Program was designed to review the Social Security Pla.n and its
organization

within the L. D.

s.

As far as can be ascertained
L. D.

s.

Attitude

no other formal studies

related

to the

Welfare Program have been made.
Studies

The study of attitudes
decades,

Church.

especially

measuring attitudes

ba.s gradually

increased

during the pa.st 2

since Thurstone and Cha.ve (32) perfected
and treating

Thurstone perfected

thE111statistically.

a method which was the first

measurement qua.nti tatively.

a method for

This method was effective

to treat

attitude

but laborious.

(2?,p.24)
Likert
appearing

contributed
interval

In the later

to the measuring of attitudes

by using the equal

of Thurstone 1 s and adding an intensity
attitude

studies

the intensity

self-rating

sca.le.(23)
type of sea.le

bas been used.
In a comparative study made by Ricker where the J self-rating
of attitude

scales were used (approve-oppose

ing sea.le, and graphic self-rating

sea.le and intensity

sea.le) along with Thurs tone's

types
of feelsea.le,

6
the results

were essentially

the same.(27.p.41)

Gold (20) ma.de a study of the responses
construction.

It was the conclusion

and "no" responses
point

agreement

yielded

when the 11st of questions

every key point
Definition

related

may be that

these

or expressions

to question

the person

•

study.

acts

to

predisposition

except

as,

under special

by asking

a list

is more complicated
in various

of attitudes
the person

of objects.(22,p.290)
because

a.rea.s related
ltha.t the attitude

and
to define
The

care must be ta.ken

to the one in which the
is and what might

1 t.

The above definition
4

The most common one

a.n acquired

11•••

obtained

etudy is being ma.de to determine
influence

only

has many definitions

between the measurement

by presenting

of attitudes

five-

enough to examine

attitude

not to particula.r

are usually

measurement

nyes"

a way of behaving."

There 1s a distinction

objects

is large

in a review of the subject.

express

Opinions

Gold' e method 1s reliable

The concept

of John Dewey (11,p.42):

conditions.

the plain

to the study.

ways or mod.es of response,

opinions.

scale.

that

study

types of

a.s the more complicated

and statements

of attitudes.

which ma.y be included

of Gold's

the same result

or disagreement

ma.de to different

The measurement

of scales.

batteries

of the term "attitudes"

of these

of questions.

developed • . Modifications

will

attiti29-es

will

will

be used in this

be accomplished

and methods similar

be made where necessary

by means

to those already
for this

study.

7

UNIVERSE
STUDIED
Descrintion
Two

of the Universe Studied

wards of the L. D.

the universe

s.

Church in Cache County, Utah, comprise

of this study-Logan

Fifth

Logan Fifth Ward is located
The city has a population
ward is_unlike
and retired

in the central

of 16,000.

part of Logan, Utah.

The age and sex composition of this

the average in that professional

people,

couples are more numerous than usual.

people 1n the ward.

students,

couples often move to this locality

time to do temple work: (2)
College brings students
The principle
services,
cation,

there who establisl1

to the Utah State Agricultural.

..

only temporary residence.

and "dry" farming).

employed by the Union Pacific
decorators,

7 are school teachers.

edu-

and savings.

The Newton Ward is rural.

residents.

for a short

tradesmen, dry farming, G. I. grants for student

old-age pensions,

as interior

The nearness

s.

income of the ward membership comes from professional

skilled

( irrigated

This

may be accounted for by 2 reasons:

This ward is one of the few in the Church which has an L. D.

temple. and retired

widows.

There are about 650

Of these only J80 are permanent residents.

small number of permanent residents
(1)

and Newton.

The predominant oceu:pation is agriculture
A small number of the ,..e.rd are laborers
Railroad:

carpenters
Ninety-five

Newton 1s located

a few are skilled

and construction
percent

tradesmen, such

equipment operators:

of the members are permanent

in the west-central

part of Cache County,

20 miles northwest of Logan.
General Church Program
The Church program in both wards is that of the general plan of the

8

L. D. S. Church explained below:
Sacrament meeting

- organized as a meeting for wrship and held
once each Sunday for all members.

SUnday School

- consisting of a group of various religious
educational classes held on Sunday for all
ages.

Mutual Improvement
Association (M.I.A.) - held weekly for those over 12 years of age.
It has a program built a.round recreation,
dramatics, speech, religion, and problems of
youth.
Primary

Relief

- held weekly for all junior members under 12
years of age. Its program is one similar
to the Mutual Improvement Association but
ad.justed to the younger age.
Society

- Meetings of this organization are held once
ea.ch week during the 8 winter months and
once a month during the summer. Educational
features of these meetings deal with theology,
literature,
home arts, and social science.
Some of the Relief Society members (known as
teachers) visit each home in the ward monthly
to deliver a theological message, to announce
any Relief Society business message, and to
see if any members of the ward need Welfare
assistance.

Priesthood.

- Meetings of the priesthood are held for its
members (consisting of all the ma.le membership over 12 years of age) each week and at
special intervals.
Religious class discussion
and business matters comprise the class time.
Assigned members called "'6.rd teachers visit
the homes each month for purposes similar to
those of the Relief Society teachers.

Each ward is presided

J choose presidents
zations

over by a bishop with his 2 counselors.

or superintendents

to officiate

in all

These

of the organi-

explained above with the exception of sacrament meeting, which

they take charge of themselves.
The wards are grouped into stakes which are presided
stake president

and his 2 counselors.

over by the

A stake high co'llll:cil composed of

9
12 members assists
for the wards.
various

the stake presidency

Stake officers

auxiliary

Lake City to all

Salt

may be different
Authorities

explained

and giving
to preside

directions
over the

above.

are given by the General Church Authorities
stakes

the Church.

within

Although. these

1n

stakes

as far as number and type of members are concerned,

plan the same organization

General conferences
all

are also appointed

we.rd organizations

Commondirections

1n planning

and program for all

are held semi-annually

members of the L. D.

s.

the

of them.

1n Salt Lake City for

Church in the world.

Stake

conferences

a.re

held in each stake every J months for the stake members; 'WS.rdconferences,
Su.ndey School conferences,

Relief

and M. I. A. conferences

enees,

for the ward members.
and instructions

Society conferences,

Primary oonf'er-

are each held once a year in each ward

Ea.ch month meetings

are given the officers

are also held in the stakes

and teachers

of the respective

wards of each stake.
Direction

of Church Welfare Program

The welfare

work of the Church is directed

Boa.rd of the Church.

from the entire
of offices.
regions,

The assigned

responsibilities

into stakes,

has a Welfare committee consisting
the president

of' the Relief

and

the stakes

detailed

into wards.

number

into
F.ach \\6.rd

of the bishop and his counselors,

Society and her counselors,

'l'he stake Welfare committee consists
the stake Relief

of a. greatly

selected

are

are then sub-divided

tive from each of the Melchizedek Priesthood

counselors,

General Welfare

The General Welfare Board and coromittee

Church membership and consist

the regions

by the

and l representa-

quonmis.

of the stake president

Society president

and her counselors,

and his
all

10
ward bishops
first

of that

counselor

the ward Relief

• •

the assistant

work dir ector of the men (the

of the ward bishop)

and ladies

Society president),

a.nd an agricultural

Each regional
from the various

stake,

(the first

counselor

of

a.gent.

Welfare committee is made up of the representatives
stakes

comprising

that

are the stake president

and his first

president

counselor,

and her first

region.

These representatives

counselor,

the stake Relief

Society

and l ward bishop who represents

all

of the ward bishops.
Church publications
their

respective

duties

members of the progress

are used to instruct
in the auxiliary
of the general

the Church Welfare Program.
paper,

The Deseret ~.

exception
Section,
important

are usually

they proselyte

once ea.ch week called

the "Church

Church Welfare facts.

Other

Occasionally

also

sent to the stake

of local

These
2 yea.rs

wrk is usually

the missionary's

borne

ward

donations.

a sum each year to finance

of the '\'S.rious ward Church organizations

and replacenents

Church Members

The expense of this

of the expense by special

ings,

s,

young men and women. For approximately

Members of the "WRrdsare assessed
expenses

a news-

of the Church is to send out missionaries.

or his family.

assumes some or all

include

to other daily papers with the

ExPected of L. D.

for the Church.

by the missionary

and to inform

Society Magazine and the Improvement Era.

Contributions

A commonpractice
ind1 viduals

in

of the Church which often deal with the Welfare

Program are the Relief
Major Financial

and teachers

program of the Church, including

This is similar

which often deal with specific
publications

organizations

These Church publications

of a group of pages included
11

officers

Church buildings.

to which the 'W8.l'dbelongs

the

and the upkeep, furnishPart

of this money is

for similar

purposes

on

11

a sta.'lce basis.

Money necessary

as pianos and gifts)

is obtained by special

asked to contribute
f'und to finance

10 percent

the operating

Another contribution
offering,

cash.

donations.

is a donation expected of the L. D.

Tithing

fast

to purchase unusual items (equipment such

members; they are

of their net income to the general Church
expenses of the Church.

which the L. D.

which consists

s.

Church members give is the

of the equivalent

This money helps to provide

History of~

s.

services

of 2 meals per month in

and supplies

Welfare Program in the Logan Fifth~

Although the Welfare Program was first

introduced

for needy members.

Newton wards
by the Church in

1936, the Cache Region ( to which the Logan Fifth and Newton Wards belong)
did not begin to operate as such for J years.
to function
fast

the bishop of each ward cared for the needy members from the

offering

contributions

goods from their

and the Relief

was ready to operate.

basis.

furniture,

needed it.

in Logan for the Cache Region

Logan Fifth

and Mewton Wards, was placed

Individuals

donated canned goods, old

a.nd anything they thought would be used by those 'Who

The furniture

and old clothes

were renovated in the store-

house so that they would be in good condition

for those who received

Ward bishops wrote "orders"

for their

do at the present

on the storehouse

them.

needy, as they

time.

In 194o the first
a.nd stakes.

and

Supplies for the needy ware secured by voluntary

donations by Church members.
clothes,

services

The Welfare Program for the wards and stakes

about Logan, including

on a regional

Society supplied

organization.

By September 1, 19J9, the storehouse

centering

Until the region was ready

assessments

These assessments

were made by the regions

to the wards

were made in terms of goods in preference

•
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to money.

That year the Newton Ward furnished

bushels of barley,

62 pounds of butter,

and $16.65 in cash.

Logan Fifth

170 bushels of wheat, 10

15 cases of canned vegetables,

furnished

150 sacks of potatoes

and 1000

pounds of cheese.
To supply the grain and potatoes
members either

suppl! ed them from their

in money to purchase them.
donations

of the members.

for from the 2 wards, the

own farms or donated the equi val en t

The cheese and butter

vegetables

were purchased with cash

The canned goods required

In 1940 the Newton Relief

had to be processed.
the required

called

of the Ne,..rtonWard

Society officers

donated from members' gardens,

in their

After that year facilities

were provided at the storehouse

could bring their products

there to can them.

As other wards belonging
called

regularly

storehouse
for wrds

to quilt,

can, sew, and clean.

so that wards

the 2 mentioned ~iards were

At present

it is necessary

to do this only about twice a year because there is a surplus
Then too, the equipment has been improved to

the burden and the California

vegetable

own homes.

during the summer months for several years to go to the

of most goods on hand.
lessen

to the region,

canned

P~old.ng Companydoes part of the

processing.

Until the last
to the stake Relief

2 or J years the region furnished
Societies

who, in turn,

storehouse.

done because the material
those who need clothing

At the present

of clothing

to tw.-n

time no suoh sewing is

is now stored as yardage at the storehouse
are given the material

and

to sew for themselves.

(If they cannot sew, someone is asked to instruct
sewed articles

of cloth

divided it between the wards.

The members of these wards made them into articles
back to the regional

quantities

on hand also has ma.de it unnecessary

them.)

A surplus of

to do additional

sewing at present.
For many years the Relief
tribution

teachers

each month from homes they visited.

In 1944 this practice

the needy.

Prograo. replaced
At present
first

Society

the purchase

a small con-

This was used as an aid to

was discontinued

because the Welfare

the need for these contributions.
the ward assessments

In 1950 Logan Fifth

year.

collected

a.re greater

than those made the

$1456 (to be used for

Ward was assessed

of cheese) and Newton Ward was assessed

$1352 (also

to be

used for the purchase of cheese).
The stake to \oihich Logan Fifth

was purchased

in 1949.

a proportionate

FAch ward of this

amount of money for further

Ea.ch ward is also assessed
Logan Fifth

needed to operate

a certain

purchases

and improvements.

a.mount of work to be done on the
a part of the hand labor th.at is

Ward is assessed
the farm.

money to purchase a farm (1951).

Consequently

for the ward members to work on.

As a substitute

and wheat.

on various

small projects

The only experience

is that of raising

\

F.aoh ward is as-

The stake to which Newton Ward belongs is in the process

land and carried

This farm

stake (East Cache) contributed

share of money to make the purchase.

sessed a certain

farm.

Ward belongs owns a fa.rm.

there

of raising

is no central

the ward has rented

such as raising

suea,r beets

Newton has had with a stake farm project

money to purchase

one.
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METHODOF PROCEDURE

Defining

the Problem

The writer

examined and explored many possible

before decidinG U!)on the topic selected.

fields

In attempting

of study

to restrict

the

study to something th.at could be handled within the scope of a master s
thesis

many areas of the welfare

attention

field

was given to an appraisal

were explored.

Considerable
of the L. D.

of the effectiveness

s.

Welfare Progr8J:!l. This topic \'ra.s dropped, however, because it -was too
difficult

and the wri tar felt

incompetent

to handle a project

of such

study it was decided to study certain

ph.a.ees

ma.gni tude.

After considerable
of the L. D.
logical

s.

Welfare Program as an institution,

tenns.

tablished

Thie definition

patterns

usually

includes

defined

consideration

of es-

of behavior which are permanent and quite universal.

The Welfare Program is a social

invention.

It is relatively

and mu.ch energy- has been expended by the Church in trying
favorable

in socio-

attitude

new

to create

toward the program and as much understanding

a

of it

as possible.
Exploratory

steps were directed

the program through interviews
writer

discussed

of his advisory

various

social

and examination of literature.

:possible studies

research

investigation
After extensive

about
The

w1th Church personnel,

committee, and other faculty

ly in Church literature
as social

toward gaining information

members.

members

He read extensive-

concerning the Church Welfare Program, as well

literature

dealing with methods and procedures

of

of institutions.
preliminary

investigation

the writer

decided that

1.5
he would like

to do a study which would dea.l with the a.tti tudes of '1hurch

members tow.rd the L. D.
information

s.

Church Welfare Program, determine how mu.ch

members had about it,

try and determine some factors

what contacts

they ma.de with it,

which were associated

and

with attitudes

toward the Welfare Program.
The Hypothesis
In developine the problem as suuested
was set up to help give direction
the L. D.

s.

large extent,

in the L. D.

upon the attitudes

understand

s. Welfare Program is on a voluntariJ

other studies,
attitudes

however, it seems important

in the areas of human relationships

to the formation of attitudes

Early investigation

program depends, to a

which people have toward it.

attitudes,

determine what variables
related

of

they have about the Program and to other

Hence the success of such a voluntary

to really

It was that attitudes

factors.

Participation
basis.

to the study.

Church members toward the Church Welfare Program are related

to the amount of information
related

above a ten11a.tive hypothesis

to try and
seem to be

toward the Welfare Program.

in this study confirmed what has been found in

namely that some of the important variables

are (1) information

under study; (2) contact

In order

that influence

the people have about the subject

or program

they have had with tha program; (J) participation

in the program; and ( 4) occupation and years of schooling.
Validity

!:ru! Reliability

In the preliminary

exploration

it became evident that much attention

must be given to the question of validity
a.re particularly
usually

related

significant

in attitude

to vnlues.(JJ,p.9)

and reliability.
studies

These problems

because attitudes

Whenever a.n attempt

a.re

is made to inquire
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into a person's
ally

value system, or to deal with topics

toned, the problem of validity

proportion.
in this

The usual definitions

study.

proports

A study

and reliability
of validity

is said to be valid

to measure, and it

is reliable

that are emotionassumes significant

and reliability

if

were used

it measures what it

if it gives the same results

consistently.
The writer

in this
first,

decided at an early date that validity

study would depend upon achieving
in the construction

which it was desired

success in 4 broad a.reas:

of some instruments

for measuring the items

to measure; second, in the methods and techniques

used in obtaining

the information;

data;

and fourth,

in methods of interpreting

The discussion

which follows outlines

third,

in methods of tabulating
and analyzing
how the project

Attempts were ma.de in this study to achieve validity
Definition

the

the data.

was developed.

and reliability.

of Attitudes

The problems which usually
attitudes

and reliability

are the determining

best procedure to measure it.
Bogardus (2), Faris

(15),

are encountered

in the measurE1nent of

of what an attitude
Droba (13) classifies

is and which is the
the theories

and Young (34) as "tendencies

to act."

of
Thomas

says:
The attitudes
of a given person at a given moment are the
result of his original temperament, the definitions
of the
situation given by society during the course of his life. and
his personal definitions
of situations
derived from his experience and reflection.
The oha.racter of the individual
depends upon these factors.
Any mobilization
of energies in
a plan of action means that some attitude
(tendency to action)
among other atti tudas has come to the front and subordinated
the other attitudes
to itself for the moment, as the result
of a new definition
of the situation.{JO,p.214)
According to Thomas, then, it is to be expected that the attitude
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of some people toward the program would yary with the situation

in which

they found themselves.
Schank sa.ys1
For the purpose of this study those attitudes
which an
individual was villing to give wide publication in this community, and which may be obtained with methods which do not
demand any particular
rapport with the subject, are called
"public atti tudee 11 and those gained in in ti.ma.te rela tionshipe,
11private
atti tud.es." It is, of course, possible th.at in the
case of 2 public responses, 1 may be more widely admitted.
It
is assumed that the tenn "public attitude"
refers to a mean of
totality
of public responses and 11priva.te 11 to a mean of
totality
of private responses.(29,p.8)
Studies of atti tu.des and overt behavior have been ma.de in which the
consideration

of

public

11

"Public attitudes"
public

in public

11

and 11pr1vate

11

attitudes

are those which respondents

situations.

were ma.de.
present

to the

They may be obtained by methods which crt>

not demand rapport with the respondent frot1 which they are desired.
''Private

attitudes"

are revealed

between the interviewer
freely

and respondent

to one another for many reasons.

of the stranger."

Preliminary
Attitude

Program.

and

talk

and public attitudes

the extent of these private

attitudes

are

to talce
as they

of public attitudes.

Eroloration
The first

exploration.

tudes exist
written

meat

Thia is lrnown as the "psychology

However, it was considered necessary

measures to datennine
exclusive

rapport has been established

or when strangers

In most cases the private

the sa.me.(28,p.1)6)

exist,

only after

step taken to detennine what atti-

among members of the Church was to review the literature

by officials

of the t. D.

Key statements

s.

Church about the Church Welfare

about the objectives

were taken from sennons and writings

of the Welfare Program

of Church leaders.

These statements ,

18
together

w1th others•

were compiled.

Local Church leaders
members whose attitudes
posed.

were asked to provide
ranged from strongly

The compiled 11st of attitude

feeling

to'WB.rdthem.

to the statements

favorable

statements

these members and they were asked to rate
their

the names of sevora.l
to stronely

op-

was then taken to

the statements

according

to

Comparisons were then made between the answers

a.nd the known attitudes

ments which measured the attitudes

of these members.

The state-

\

according

to the Church leaders'

judgment were kept for use in the study.
The next point
tudes.

of attitude

exploration

That is, what are some things

might be examined?

Upon the suggestion

it was decided to question
policies

vital

selected

was that of specific

to the Welfare Program that

of committee members and others

members about special

of the Welfare Program to see how their

particular

items corresponded

feel· about their

with their

stalre owning a farm?

atti-

general

projects

attitudes

a.nd

toward these

attitude.

How do members

Wha.t do they think

of the policy

of assisting

the needy members of the Church with material

do they feel

about the type of -work they are asked to do on Welfare

projects?
another?
favor

Does this

type of work affect

Do members who pay their

attitude

Welfare assessments

How

one way or
fully

and promptly

the Welfare Program more than do the ones who do not pay or pay

only part

of the assessment?

member more :favorable
feel

their

goods?

After
attitudes

were explored
exploration

on a Welfare project

than a. member who does not wrk?

about Church authorities

questions

Does wrldng

who direct

to determine
and testing

might be influenced,

the Program?

what things

the following

areas

How do members
All of these

influenced

of many different

make a

areas

an attitude.
in which

were selected

for the
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influence

they had on attitude

formation:

(1) monetary participation

welfare assesSJ!lents; (2) work participation

in welfare projects;

(4) feeling

ing of respondent about sta.ke-o~med projects;
about the Church Welfare policy of assisting
need of food and clothinc;

and (5) feeling

in

(J) feel-

of respondent

Church members who are 1n
of the member toMud the Church

authorities.
Other attitude

studies

of measuring attitudes.

have ma.deuse of the continuum (4) as a method

In this method each respondent would be asked to

rate himself on the continuum as to how he feels
Program.

After field

tests

toward the Welfare

this device was included in the plans for the

study.
The method for determining
attitudes

the existence

of "private"

and 11publ1cn

toward the Welfare Program was the naxt consideration.

reviewing literature

of similar

attitude

studies

After

it was decided to select

key persons in "neighborhood" groups and , key persons of the comnnmity to
give

wha.t

they thought the individual

the Welfare Program was.
attitude

scale.

public attitude
plan was carried

respondent

These attitudes

I

s general attitude

toward

were measured on a five-point

This procedure was used in order to have a check on the
reported

on the schedule by the respondent himself.

out at the conclusion

of gathering

This

the data from all

of

the respondents.
Infonnation

exoloration.

It was assumed that the l0101irledge
members
"

have about the Welfare Program may have an important
attitude

towards it;

investigations
field

therefore

to see if others

of welfare were contacted;

influence

upon their

the ~rriter decided to make some preliminary
thought likewise.

Church leaders

in the

members who had worked in the Welfare

20

organization

were interviewedi

staff

members at the Utah State Agricultural

College who had taken pa.rt in or directed
were solicited

for their

personal

attitude

appraisal.

studies

The results

opinion of these various people contacted,

previously
were, in the

that the information

members have about the Welfare Program mit;ht be 1 important
formulation

of an attitude

The following
have the greatest

regarding

question
effect

faotor

in the

What kinds of information

would

the Progra,m.

then arose.

on attitude

data.; (2) the more general

the Church

formation-would

objective

it be (1) technical

type of information;

knowledge of what was being done on various

or (J) the

Welfare projects

within the

Church?

The writer
attitudes

then went to 8 members of the Church who represented

ranging from strongly

favorable

to strongly

opposed to the

Welfare Program (these people had been suggested or recommended by local
Church leaders).

The purpose of these visits

was in the experiences
attitude

of these people th.at might be related

toward the Church Welfare Program.

from these members ,-,1th respect
sults

was to determine what it

of these case histories

to their
revealed

members had about the objectives,
Program wel'e associated

with their

Case histories

were related

in Welfare activities,
to the attitude

were obtained

Church Welfare activities.

projects.

and source of supply of the

a.tti tude toward 1 t.

It was brought

toward Church authorities,

and contributions

the member expressed

to Welfare projects

toward the Welfare

Program.
Extensive exploration

Re-

that the a.mount of information

out also th.at contact with the Program. attitude
participation

to their

of Church literature

which had been written
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on the subject

of the Welfare Program supplied information

in which members of the Church would be interested

about areas

if they were Wel:ta.re-

minded.
After exploring
the ,ielfare

all possible

Progra.t!l the writer

sources and kinds of infol'Il:8.tion on

chose .5 major fields

a member of the Church should be acquainted

well informed about the Welfare Program.
of the Program; (2) :projects

as those w1th which

•

if he could be considered
The fields

are:

(1) objectives

that come under the Welfare Program;

(3) committees which function as pa.rt of the General Welfare Program;
(4) administrative

personnel

their ward; and (.5) source of money

within

and supply of goods for the Welfare Program.
As was mentioned

encing attitude

in the previous

in this

study would likely

members have with the Program.
means the individuals

to members of the Church.

and other

teachers,
with

their

City's

for imparting

with

suggested
information

has been given in the SUnday
Relief

Society,

have discussed

ward

it in connection

A Welfare film has been shown

encouraged to regional
It is likely

influ-

to lmow by what

to acquaint people w1th the plan.

Welfare Square.

format1 ve sources

attitude

or messages.

factor

Review of Literature

are res ponsible

Church organizations

been conducted and visits
take

should be helpful

course on the subjeot.(3)

places

another

be the amount of contact the

Lesson material

regt1lar classes

in accessible

It

are indoctrinated.

that maey of the organizations

School as a special

paragraph,

Excursions hn.ve

storehouses

and Salt

th.at the more of these 1n-

which members have come in contact,

the more their

would be influenced.

While searching

for methods and measures of determining

what the

atti tu.des of Church members were toward the Welfare Progra.m and what
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would be expected
following

facts

to influence

to be consequential:

Welfare projects
able attitude

these attitudes,

a.re part

( wich

more favorable

of the Program) would have a more favor-

financial

support

than those who had not contributed

toward the Program were those considered
occupation,

income, activity

with this

more than likely

Other items which were deemed important

sex,

found the

(1) members who worked on the

thAn those who bad never been in contact

(2) those who contributed

age,

the writer

would be

financially.

in influencing

as general
in general

aotivity;

an attitude

information,

such as

Church functions,

and

education.
With the above-mentioned
structed.

The various

items in mind the schedule

of 1 t, along w1th the discussion

parts

of each section,

val1di ty a.nd reliability

was then con-

will

be discussed

of the
in the follow-

ing paragraphs.
The Schedule

The instrument

5 parts:

(1) a section

on specific
about

of measurement used for this

policies

on attitude,

study is composed of

which is designed

to obtain

of the Church as well as reactions

the Welfare Program;

(2) a section

of information

various

agencies

devoted

to general

to statements

and the amount of contact

(.3) a section

income, and Church attendance;

about education,
and

sex, age,

(4) a section
occupation,

(5) a section

for participation

were developed

with the aid of

Welfare Program.
The sections

in the schedule

on

they have b.ad with

used by the Church to inform the member;
information

ma.de

on the a.mount of information

Church members have about the Church Welfare Program;
sources

reactions

in the

(1) interviews

with various

(2) a review of literature
attitude

studies;

committee staff

members, and graduate
draft

were made in the field

where attitudes

be reacted
suggestions

studies made in other areas
with the thesis

students.

of the schedule was made actual

These field

tests

tests

of it

were ma.de in the newton Ward

The discussions

out what questions

~nth these people were pointed

and statements

to wi t,hout seeming to be too personal.
gained from these field

tests

In previous

Section fill attitude.
regarding

could be expected to
The experience

and

proved to develop some of the

most valuable part~ of the schedule 1n obtaining

literature

director,

toward the Welfare Program of the members tested were

to the writ er.

toward findine

of the Welfare Program and

to determine where the wea.lmesses were, so that

could be made.

familiar

on the subject

and (4) consultations

After the first

revision

stake and t"8.rd officials

(J) reviews of attitude

of human behavior;

2J
and lay members; 1

discussions

renponses.
it has been shown that

the Church Welfare Program was studied carefully.

This was done for 2 major rea.sons:

(1) to determine what members should

be expected to know about the Program; and (2) to find statements

made

about the Church Welfare Program which could be used to measure attitudes of members toward _the Progr--d.Ill.
Validi ty~

..

reliability

the schedule consists

of 5 parts.

the theory that a generalized
specific

attitudes

section.

It was constructed

attitude

This section
on the basis

of
of

is a composite of a number of

and values.

Part l is a direct

1.

of the attitude

Lay members referred

question

about a specific

part of the Welfare

to hare mean those members of the Church who
do not hold a stake or ward office.
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Program.

i.e.

a specific

you favor your stake's

"Do

owning a farm?"

part of the Program should indicate

Attitude

wha.t the general

toward

attitude

toward it is and at the same time serve as a check on the validity
general

attitude

Part

section

of the schedule.

2 (A) deals with the granting

consists

of 4 questions

Reaction

to these questions

Part

a short

and requires

2 (B) includes

interviewed

previously

statements

specific

to the needy.

or negative

answer.

attitudes.

to the making up of the schedule.
for preferring

were evaluated

It

which were ma.de by members who were

or government assistance.

these statements

of assistance

a positive

indicates

11st of cmmnonreasons

assistance

of the

either

Church Welfare

The respondents'

according

to their

It provides

reactions

positive

to

or negative

nature.
Pe.rt 3 is a self-rating

continuum with a strongly

opposed rating

on lend

and a strongly

in~luded

in the schedule as a means of cheeking consistency

but proved to be of little

bility

of respondents
on the part

who cheeked it.

of the interviewer

to that part

opposed to the Program.

officials,

in calling

of statements

Statements

leaders;

the respondents'

original

list

This was
and relianumber

attention
blank.)

both complimentary and

were gathered
statements

and compiled from
made by leading

Church

and comments ma.de by other people acquaint-

ed with the Program, both members and nonmembers.
was much longer

rating

(This occurred because of the oversight

found in Church literature,
and civic

end.

value because of the limited

of the schedule when the continuum was left

Part 4 deals with a list

articles

on the opposite

favorable

than that used, but after
to members of the staff

the writer

The original
subjected

list
this

of the Sociology Department,
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committee members, graduate
research

students,

work, 1t was discovered

and others who had experience

that a number of statements

biguous or suggested the answers to the statements
the original
field

list

tests.

statements
point

After field

tests

were not clear

intensity

ments.

of JO statements,

were am-

that followed.

20 were selected

in

Of

with which to make

were made it was obvious that J of the

in meaning, so they were omitted.

sea.le was used to record the reactions

A

five-

to these state-

In the ju.danent of members of the committee a.nd various members

of the sociology
representative

staff,

the rena.ining 17 statements

of the important phases of attitudes

were judged to be
toward the Welfare

Program.
Part 5 is composed of 6 statements

\olhich indicate

people to any type of Welfare assistance.
for any specific
thorities

to compare reactions
Program.

of social

work.

list

it was decided to eliminate

included

of social-minded

This 11st was included

to it with reactions

The original

of

It is not desiened especially

program, but is representative

in the field

the attitude

to the specific

10 statements,

auin order

Church Welfare

but upon testing

4 which caused confusion

it,

in meaning or were

repetitious.
After field

tests

of this

schedule were made it was decided that

this part of the schedule was constructed

w1 th

a variety

of approaches

to the problem of Church Welfare and in such a ,,;ay that it gave an
accurate

account of the respondent's

attitude.

Another method used to check reliability
tude section
A list

of all

(other

than the one referred

of the respondents

scale ranging from strongly

and validity

to in Table J) is as follows:

was compiled on a five-point

favorable

of the atti-

to strongly

intensity

opposed to the Welfare
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Program.

Five people were selected

data and were asked to rate

tude toward the Program.
were past bishops,

from the wards represented

each of the respondents

The persons selected

pa.st and present

Relief

which would qualify
attitude
Table 1.

them to rat e objectively

to Li~ ....tti-

for this att · tu.de chec1

Society

in the camnun1ty who were long-tim e rosidants

according

in the

and peo ,1,

prebilents

and had served in o ices
the people listed

on tne

scale.
A comparison of perc ent~Je of r. tings 1.
d t ro.r
L. D. s. Church members r.
Program, 1951

,tt1 tt..d, o
h11.1c' "lfLrJ

ti~
~l

Bating by key people

62

17

.,1

Bating of attitude

61

21

18

section

.}

143

Table 4 shows a. high degree of agreement between the results

Part 4 of the attitude

section

people in the community.

in the schedule and the ratings

by key

Upon the basis of this kind of check and result

it was concluded that the schedule proved to be a reliable
measurement o! attitudes

of

instrument

of

of Church members toward the Church Welfare

Program.
Section .2!! information.
questions

This section

dealing with objectives,

was made up of 5 multiple

programs, organization

and sources of supply of the Welfare Program,

J to S correet

answers.

Six other

a.bout the money or produce furnished
Program were also included in this
based upon tacts

'Which

questions

and ad.ministration,

:Each question had from
'imich asked specific

by the wards and stakes

section.

choice

All questions

facts

to the

used were

experienced members who had worked with the Program
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felt

should measure what a person should know about the Program 1f ho

could be considered

well informed.

were j"g.dged by several

people,

Welfare committeomon,

and stake

Val1di tY, and reliability

was constructed

section

bishops,

when formulated,

Relief

istration,

sources of supply,

section..

When this

important areaa

of the Welfare Program-objectives,
type of work done, and services

by Church authorities

Therefore

adminsupplied.

and members who were inter-

to tho study to be the ones necessary

informed person to know.

officers,

Society

Welfare offici<ils.

ca.re was taken to include all

to the operation

vietcred previous

including

Qf. the information

perta.inine;

These were considered

ThBse quostions,

for the well-

they should be a reliable

list

of

questions.
Field

testo proved that questions

roga.rdinc

these areas of infor-

about the Welfare Program ware not too difficult

mation

respondent

to undorstand.

interpretation

accurate

They were constructed

was nonexistent.

index of tho respondent's

for the average

so th.at dAncer of mis-

When answered they proved to be an
lmowledge of the Welfare Procram, and

they were worded in such a way as not to arouse antagonism in the re-

spondent.
People generally

want to make a good impression

about a popular program, and would therefore
their

ability.

when questioned

answer them to the best of

This would be reason to expect a valid reply to this part

of the schedule.

Field teats
were interviewed
were apologetic

proved that these questions
to make as high

stimulated

score as possible.

the people who

Most respondents

for not knowing more about the Program and indicated

they would like to know more about it.

that
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source of information

Section~

and amount of contact.

of the schedule deals with 2 things:
organizations

This section

(1) which educational

of the Church the respondent part1cipl.ted

in to obtain

i-nformation about the ivelfare Program; and (2) the effort
gain lmowledge himself by visiting
Welfare Program.

This section

answered with ease.

list

A

the institutions

agencies in

he had made to

operated by the

is made up of questions

designed to be

of 9 sources of information

is given 8Jld

the respondent is asked to check the ones from which he has received information.

Questions are also asked as to ~hether the respondent has

ta.ken the opportunity
storehouse

to see the Welfare film and visit

or Welfare Square on excursions

Validity
~~amount

high

of~

section

.QB. sources

of information

of contact.

The field

test,

interviewing,

consulting,

ing

which the writer

this part

present

in this

proved to be of suoh a nature

tha sources of information.

Section~

personal

and not difficult

in reveal-

the respondent

to understand.

characteristics.

which might have a bearing

their

other than information
attitude

ares

male); (8) attendance

upon their
Inde-

'

(2) sex; (3) age;

(6) income; (7) priesthood

at Church meetings;

and (10) payment of ca.sh Welfare assessments
assignments.

In-

about the Program which could

(1) years of schooling;

(4) home ownership; (5) occupation;
(if

Questions on this

toward the Program made up this part of the schedule.

pendent variables
influence

there -was a

that they were accurate

background of respondent's

formation about the respondents
attitude

section.

They did not antagonize

and they were uniformly interpreted

and

did in order to obtain material

would give reason for assuming that

degree of reliability

section

or otherwise.

!,ru! reliability

reading of literature
to construct

the regional

(9) Church offices

held
held;

and world.ng on Welfare
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In the original

list

of eeneral

information

was a question

if the member was a convert or was born into the Church.
later

asking

This one was

omitted because the sample proved there uere too few converts

make it significant
obtained
that

to the study.

from the respondent;

the question

This information
writer

after

was considered
was, therefore,

has reason to believe

because he is personally

The net income information
several

field

tests

to

was not

it became apparent

by some respondents

as being too personal.

obtained

ward bishops.

that this

acquainted

from their

information

The

from Newton is correct

with the bishop and members of the

Newton Ward.
SectiQn 2.!! participation

in Welfare project

of the schedule was composed of 2 parts.
Welfare asseesements
~ent

The attitude
ticipation

Part 1 dealt

with the ea.sh

was considered

The

a method of detennin-

a member was about the success of the Welfare Program.

of the respondent

might be reflected

in ca.sh Welfare assessments.

composed of a question

in part by his par-

This part

which asked the respondent

always paid his Welfare assessments,
never

This section

which are expected of members of the Church.

of cash Welfare assessments

ing how sincere

activities.

of the section
to indicate

was

whether he

paid them part of the time, or

pain them.
Part 2 of this

projects.

section

deals with the work participation

The Welfare work assessment

was considered

in it _is involved one of the fundamental principles
Wel.£are Program--that
giver and receiver.

of fostering

or objectives

bees.use
of the

~Jhen he is called

in a poei tion to lmow more about the Program

and at the same time "experiences
the time of working.

important,

sympathy and understa.nd.1:ne between

If a person works in the project

to do so, he puts himself

on Welfare

whatever influence"

might be present

at

JO
Validity~

reliability

to queationing
assignments,

of the :participation

the respondents

section.

In addition

on the Welfare Program assessments

a second cheok was made with bishops and Relief

presidents,

who have the ward Welfare Program in charge,

representative

the answers from respondents•

confirm that the respondents•

tests

a.nd

Society

to determine how

were.

This tended to

answers were highly reliable.

Field Tests
After completion of the schedule field
proved that some of the parts
and other parts

dealt

tests

of the schedule were difficult

with questions

'Which

purpose of this study was concerned.

revealed

explanation

After a revision

to 1.U1derstand

the schedule was

Results of this second

that the schedule was consistent

and reliable

with a proper

of a competent interviewer.

Before actual
and bishops

interviewine

who presided

began visits

were ma.de to stake presidents

over the stakes and wards involved in this

The purpose of these visits
operation

These tests

had 11 t tle value as far as the

a.gain tested by a person other than the writer.

test

were made.

1ims to explain

of these respective

to ma.leethe study and offered

officers.

study.

the study and obtain the co-

These officers

whatever assistance

gave permission

they were capable of

giving.

The Sample
The Newton ward and Logan Fifth
which to make this

study.

convenience in gathering

Ward were selected

These '1ards were selected

includes

because (1) of the

the data from them; and (2) the advisability

taJd.ng a sample of rural members• attitudes
attitudes.

as samples in

Newton Ward, consisting

and a sample of urban members•

of approximately

98 percent of the town's inhabitants,

of

600 members, which

was used as the rural

Jl
sample.

Logan has a population

Logan Fifth

of 16,000 and is considered

occupations,

th.at these 2 wards included enoueh of the various

ages, and income groups to make a representative

The sampling procedure used in this
sampling by regular-interval

study va.s based upon the

method.(21,p.JJ6)

Plane for the study called

for 150 samples.

Upon the basis

1940 census Caahe Valley was made up of approximately
and 4o percent

urban population.(5,p.67)

from rural

to urban during the last

therefore

assume that Cache Valley now consists

cent urban and 50 percent

rural.

an equally proportionate

Logan Fifth

Every third

into ma.le and female respondents
female respondent.

it was decided to take

and urban wards.

about 150 families,

Ward has a roll

This list

case,

every alternate
procedure

for the
divided

name as the

was used in

since the ward contains

every second name was selected

This was done to insure

family roll

was then arbitrarily

by selecting

However in this

kept by the

membership of about

from this

From Newton Ward a similar

the sample.

50 per-

of approximately

basis

name was selected

ware chosen.

rural

10 years and we might

the sample were ta.ken from the rolls

SBl!lple. Only adults

as before.

Upon this

sample from rural

ward clerks.

225 families.

60 percent

of the

There has been a degree of

migration

The names for

sample of

This may or m~ not be true.

Church membership.

selecting

As

is a part of Logan it was chosen as the urban sample.

Some people felt

respective

urban.

a.n approximate

instead

only

of every third

50 percent rural and

50 percent urban sample.
Of the 150 original
and it was impossible

samples chosen, 6 of the samples had moved away

to contact

these from the tiO.rd clerk's

roll.

2 others.

Substitutes

The substitutes

were obtained

represented

for

as nearly

)2

as possible

the original

sample in terms of occupation,

income, age, and

sex.
The Interviewer
Special consideration
who were suitable

was given the problen of selecting

for doing the interviewing.

the people

Three people were chosen

who had a tho-rough understa.nding of the purposes of the study and were
familiar

with every detail

Personal

interviews

assure

of the culture

were held with ea.ch respondent.

ea.ch one of anonymity.

s.

of the L. D.

Care was ta.ken to

In most cases the interviewer

with the respondent l-.ihile the schedule was being filled
cases,

and called for later

by the interviewer.

purpose of the schedule was explained
left

and discussed

for.

the schedule

when used as illustrations

when it was

Comments on the

Program were encouraged from all who cared to give them.
comments were very valuable

In other

In such cases the

to the respondents

l-rith them when it was called

remained

out.

because it was more convenient for the respondent,

was left

members.

Some of these

in ana.lyzine the

data..
Attitude~
In this

study only public attitudes

samples gathered for this
apparently

Of the 150

study, 4 samples were discarded

because they

public attitudes.

review of steps taken to determine the existence

and public attitudes

A list
the list

will be reported.

did not represent

A brief
private

~

Used in This

of all respondents

will be necessary at this point.
in this study was compiled a.nd a copy of

was taken to key people in the respective

people were asked to rate

the respondents

to the degree of favorableness

of both

conmiunities.

on a five-point

These

scale according

the respondent had toward the Church Welfare

JJ
Program.

The 2 ratings

(community checks and attitudes

s chedule) agreed in 133 of t he cases.

Four cases were rated unfavorable

toward the Program, yet they re ported favorable
(see Table 1, p.31).
favorable.

The public attitude

program.

in the attitude

scale

of these 4 respondent s was un-

In other words these respondents

in the eyes of the interviewers

scales i n the

wanted to appear favorable

w.o were making a study of a Church

These schedules were discarded because they would misrepresent

the public attitudes

toward the Church Welfare Program as Church leaders

and other meobers of the conmiunity knew them to be.
In 6 other cases the conununity checks did not correspond with the
attitude

rating

of the schedule.

has reason to believe

generalized

The

It is possible

of the respondents

schedule was constructed

attitude

to the Church Welfare

on the basis of the theory that a

is a composite of a number of specific

th.at the community checks were rating

the basis of a specific
to the interviewer

cheok the writer

that the response to the schedule more aooura.tel~

measured the general attitude
Program.

After making a careful

attitude.

The respondent

attitudes.

the respondent

on

in each case indicated

that he was opposed to the program as it now operated.

One of these respondents

remarked as follows:

I am not favor able to the Program because I do not like
the way in which it 1s administered: further,
I think that an
"assurance" program would be better wherein a person could
pay and contribute during the working years of his life.
Then
when he can no longer work and is in need he can draw u:pon it
a.s a matter of rle;b.t. Church assistance
seems like charity.

This person always pays the Welfare assessments
is a ju.st obligation.

The other said:

and :feels that it
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I always work in the Welfare Program, but am not favorable
to the way it operates.
There is so much stigma attached to
the services that are rendered.
It 1s humiliating for people
who are worthy to come begging. I think the Church plan also
ought to provide more services,
The eommu.n.1
ty checks were appa.ren tly basing their
fact

that these persons work in the Welfare projects

assessments
attitude.

to it.

This is a specific

The person feels

but is more unfavorable

act and reflects

than favorable

The ratings

by community checks

These 4 respondents

sea.le.

that there were various

which they did not approve.

indicated

things about the Program of

of "favorable

munity checkers were no doubt based upon specific
those previously

a specific

toward the whole Program.

were rated as favorable

on the attitude

to the interviewer

and pay their

that part of the Program is commendable,

Four of the respondents
who rated neutral

judgment upon the

11

by the com-

attitudes,

as were

discussed.

Data from 7 other samples were not used 1n the presentation
data.

Three of these members refused

to cooperate

These J members were contacted by the interviewer
study was explained

to them.

of

with the interviewer.
and the purpose of the

They were unhesitant

1n saying that

they

did not care to have anything to do w1th the study or with the Welfare
Program and -would therefore

not fill

the other 4 samples ware discarded
information

they reported.

misunderstanding
In the final

out a schedule.

because of the inadequate

and the respondent.)

of data there were included 139 schedules of

the 150 oollected

for the etu.dy.

Cross ~atione

Between Dependent and Independent Variables

Cross tabulations

a.mount of

(This perhaps occurred because there was a

between the interviewer
analysis

The schedules of

were made between the independent variables
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(amount of information
it,

his age, etc.)

the member has about the Pro gr am, his contact with

and the dependant variable

(attitude

members toward the Church Welfare Program).
were calculated
using chi-square

on all

According to statisticians,

than .05 percent

level

relationship

is significant

distribution

of res ponses could not fall

tribution

at the .01 percent

refined

relationship

significant.
level

by

tha.t is
If a

it means that the

by cha.nee in a particular

more than 1 time out of 100 times.

Church

co'tud be d-.e

a relationship

is not statistically

s.

relationships

The data were further

(x 2 ) to determine whether this

to cha.nee alone.(24)
higher

tabulations.

Percentage

of L. D.

At the .02 percent

dislevel

it could not happen by chance more than 2 times in 100 times.
The observable
efficient
was present

relationships

of contingency

were further

treated

with the co-

(C) to incllcate the a.mount of association

between the independent variable

and dependent variable.

that
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PRESENTATION
ANDANALYSIS
OF DATA
Attitudes

Toward the Welfare Program

In this

study 6 out of 10 of the sample were found to be favorable

toward the Welfare Program; 1 out of 5 were opposed (Table 2).
respondent has a favorable

A

the total

attitude

program and objectives

when he is more in favor of

of the Welfare Program than he is

opposed to than.
A respondent has a neutral
against

attitude

wen he 1s neither

the Program, because the aspects

offset

for nor

he thinks are favorable

are

by the un:f'avorable aspects.

A respondent has an opposed attitude
projects

and objectives

Table 2.

when he feels

that the Welfare

are not meeting his approval.

The distribution
of various attitudes
expressed by L. D. s.
Church members in 2 wards tovci.rd the Church Welfare Program

Favorable

Neutral

Number

Opposed

%
59

21

There are a variety

139

20

of factors

which are related

to the various

atti tudee of members ( see :page 49 for discussion).
Members who~~
nine percent

favorable

attitude

of the respondents

Welfare Program ( Table 2).

to-wa.rdthe welfare program.

have a favorable

atti tu.de toward the Church

Some of them were favorable

toward it because

the Program 1s pa.rt of the Church :program and they believe
be right

in the things it undertakes.

because of the practical

aspects,

Fifty-

Others were favorable

such as the storing

the Church to

to the Program

of commodities in

J7
times of surplus

to be used in time of need.

having members work together
felt

as they do in Welfare projects,

that sympathy and understanding

mei:1berremarked thus:
gether

we forget

was fostered

sign.

for they

in this way.

One

11

Some of the members were favorable
the administration

to the theoretical
to be weak.

the Program was good, but that the organization
the projects

the idea of

"Whenwe get out there on the farm working to-

the dollar

the Program, but felt

Others liked

aspects

Others felt

of
that

used when working on

needed strengthenine.

Followine are typical

comments from the people who felt

that it

was serving g-ood purposes:
I used to be neutral.
When I 1ve eone there to work I •ve
had to bear my testimony, as I was a Relief Society counselor.
This did something spiritually
for me; and to do good for
others makes one feel good, too.
The contact members have with ea.ch other and the understanding that is generated by this contact is of the most
importance as far as the Welfare Plan is concerned.

The fact that the Welfare Program is designed to provide
people with work who need work is commend.able. There are many
weaknesses in the Program, but there is need for it from the
standpoint of providing work.
I favor the Program only if it can be operated economically sound. Otherwise 1 t is a contradiction
to Church
doctrine.
The storing of food and supplies for an emergency
is a commendable undertaking.
Spiritual assistance and
personal understanding are very important and are often overlooked in the administration
of the Program.
Some respondents
comings, principally

were favorable,
in administration.

but realized

that there are short-

Following are some of their

comments:
I think the Program is basically fine.
The administration
is weak in many respects.
The most valuable part of the Program
is that of providing for men and w:>mena chance to work together
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for the welfare
this reason.

of others.

The

priesthood

project

is good for

The weakness of the Program lies 1n the administrative
part.
How to get members to share more equally the burden and
blessings of wrldng together on a project is the problem.
We cannot hope for perfection
in this respect because human
nature is present.
Members who ~ opposed to
had an attitude

~

welfare

of oppoe1 tion 1 t should be pointed

were members who were active

told the interviewers

reasons.

but were opposed

Many of these respondents

that they did not favor the Program, but paid

cash Welfare assessments

because they 111a.t1ted
to be recognised

members in the eonmnmity who supported

the Church.

opposed were members ldlo did not usually
Church function

out that part of them

in other Church practices,

to the Welfare Program for various

their

Of those members who

progra;n.

and felt

a.s

Others who were

take an a.eti ve part

in any

that the Welfare Program was only an added

burden.
Attitudes

of opposition

for various

reasons were expressed.

members were opposed to the expense involved,

others

helping

felt

trying

only- Church members, and still
to control

numerous.

Many of

the members.

others

were opposed to

felt

the Church was

that

Rea.sons giTen by some of these were

them were nothing more than excuses,

eases the interviewer

Some

they were sincere

but in some

and should ha.ve consideratio n.

Following a.re some of the usual reasons given by these respondents.
The

following

and bad little
assistance

respondent

was in his "late

reason for ever suspecting

donation,

the Church Welfare Program would g1 ve him.

but I guees I will

n

"well-to-do"

that he -would need the material

no evidence of the other values of the plan.
a

sixties,

get over it."

He apparently

"It aggravates

saw

me to give
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The following respondent was a person in her thirties.

Whatever

the reasons for her not favoring the Program mieht be, it is obvious
that she feels
function

that the Welfare Program is doing some damage to the

of religion.
assessment

Quorum was $5.00 plus a
There aren't many
people just starting out ~ho can meet an assessment like that.
I think the Church is starting to talce our freedom awayfreedom of religion.
It has turned nzy-husband so he doesn't
ca.re whether he goes to Church or not, a.nd I am beginnine to
feel the same wa;y. Church just isn't freedom to worship like
it used to be. Besides working your head off for the Church
you are assessed to death.
Our

for our Elders•

$75.00 assessment for our ward budget.

• •

Two other comments were:
I don't think the Church should just g1 ve help to their
own members; it should be for everyone in need and that want.
I guess the Church wouldn't think I was a very good member,
but if the Church sees this survey lilBv7bethey will iron out
some of the kinks in the Welfare Program that most of the
members don1 t approve of.
The Church seems to want to control people.
the Churoh authorities
ask the people about their
opinions when thay undertake to do something?
Members who ~ neutral
respondents

fell

toward the welfare urograp.

1n between the 2 extremes discussed.

because they could not subscribe
Program to be rated favorable,
in general.
groups.
usually

They were neutral
of the

yet they were not opposed to the Program
ranks of age groups and income

There seems to be no commoncharacteristic

Information

The neutral

to enough of the practices

These members come from all

not as active

Wlzydon't
wishes and

in Church functions

except that they are

as the favorable

group.

About "the Welfare Program

Forty-five

percent

of the respondents

had a high degree of in-

formation about the Welfare Program, JJ percent ha.d a medium degree of
information.

a.nd 22 percent had a low degree of information

(Table

J).

4o
Those who were well informed had a hieh decree of informn.tion about
the Church Welfare Program in all of the followinc
function,

who bad a medium decree of information

in knowledge about organization,

but they were usually
One possible
likely

objectives.

administrat ion, and organization.

The respondents
lacking

terns:

function,

and administration,

well informed about the obj ectives

reason for this is that most of their

gained from stake conference

souroe from which most information

usu.ally were

of the Program.

informatio n was

(Table 4 shows that

this

is the

is gained) where the stress

\s placed

on the objectives.

There 1s a tendency for urban residents
Welfare Program than rural
in the urban and rural
factor

residents

sections

do.

Reasons for the difference

are not apparent.
and that

which may be significant

to know more about the

1s that

to a stake which owns a stake farm while the rural
ing

one.

operating

The latter
a farm.

sample, therefore.
Other variables

amount of information
sample has a slight
register
may

any

are:

have some relationship

al type.

sample is not operat-

lacks the experience

here wich

may be related

gained in
to the
the urban

however, the amount of schooling did not

correlation

with attitude;

(2) occupation-this

to the amount of information.

sample was ma.deUl) of about 8.5 percent
the urban was made up of

the urba.n sample belongs

(1) the amount of education-here

advantage;

significant

However there 1s a

farmers and farmers'

many occupations,

The rural
wives,

while

some of the highly-profession-
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Table

Frequency distribution
of L. D. s. Church members in 2
wards having various degrees of 1nfonnation about the
Church Welfare Progra.n, 1951

J.

Infonnation

%

%
45

Number

Low

Medium

139

22

JJ

Sources of In!orma. tion from '\'hlch Members Learn .Q! ~ Uelfare Program
There are many sources frOl!l which members 'f1'AY'receive
about the Welfare Program.
will

For the purposes of analysis

be grouped into 2 types:

Type 1, or the discussion,

group, ,m.ich includes

publication

all

Church gatherings,

given in various

of the discussions
and articles

printed

infonna.tion
these sources
lecture,

and

and lectures
in Church maga,-

zines and newspapers to inform the members of phases and practices
the Church; and Type 2, or the special
Welfare film shown on special
venience

feature

occasions,

and tours conducted at the conin the

is the source from which most members of

the Church received

the most information

This is significant

in view of the fact

only quarterly
the exception

the

and Welfare Square.
StaJr....econference

about the Welfare Program.
that

( once every 4 monthe) and all
of General Conference,

Church publications
These

group, which includes

of members who wish to view the Program as it operates

storehouses

of

come weekly

rate

stake conference

of the other meetings,

next in importance

in furnishing

General conference

rates

Instructor,
third

information.

1n the Deseret ~.

a Church-owned newSJ)B.per, and monthly in the form of the Relief
Friend,

w1 th

are held each week or ea.ch month.

1n the form of a Church section

Magazine, Children's

is held

Society

and Improvement Era.

from highest

as a source of Welfare
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information.

It is held semi-annually

casts are ma.de of each service

so that

in Salt

La.'.ceCity.

Local broad-

many of the Church members nay

listen.
With the exception
rate

rather

(Table

of Sacrament meetin~.

low in furnishing

information

about the Welfare Program

4).

Inasmuch as the ward auxiliary
form members a.bout the general
able to expect that

organizations

they mieht assume a greater

degree of information

is related

Program (see page 49);

if

within the wards to educate

are developed to in-

program of the Church, it would be reason-

ing members about the Welf'are Program.

Table

the ward organizations

responsibility

According to this

to a favorable

this is important

attitude

of inform-

study a high
toward the

perhaps more should be dona

the people to the Progra.m.

distribution
of L. D. s. Church members in 2 wards
according to the source from which infonnation about the
Welfare Program was received, 1951

4. Percentage

List of agencies which impart information
about the project to L. D. s. Church
members

69

Stake conference

Church publications

Percentage of
reeponden ts ,..no
checked ea.ch source

(other

than newspapers)

64

sa.cramant meeting

60

General Conference

60

Uewspa.pers

51

Relief

48

Society

Priesthood

quorum~

Ward teachers
Sunday

School

48

33
27

43
Sliehtly

more than half

Church Welfare film.
Only 9 percent

of the respondents

Only 19 percent

have heard of the

have seen the film.

of the sample have visited

Welfare Square in Salt

Lake City.

Members are often called
sewing projects.

These calls

l reason for 68 percent
their

to the storehouse
are within
visited

having

home and only 9 percent

inforoation

Table 5.

Percentage
fa.mi liar

regional

the L. D.

s.

This may be

storehouse

nearest

Welfare Square.

with the special

feature

group which

about the Welfare Program.
of L. D. s. Church raembers in 2 wards who were
with the ifalfare fi 1m, Welfare Square, and
storehouses,
1951

Questions regarding
which information

own region.

the regional

having visited

Church members are not familiar
provides

their

to work on canning and

Percentage of 1.39
respondents who gave
positive answers for
each question

sources from
ie gained about

Welfare Program

l.

Have you heard of the Church Welfare film?

55

2.

Have you seen the Church Welfare film?

19

J.

Have you heard of the Church Welfare
in Salt La.ke City?

4.

Have you visited

Contact~

the regional
your home?
Sourges of Information

Thirty-five

6J

the Welfare Square?

5. Have you visited
nearest

Square

percent

9

storehouse

68
About the Welfare Program

of the respondents

had a medium a.mount of contact

with the Welfare Program sources of education.
a high amount of contact,

(Table 6).

and J2 percent

Thirty-three

percent

had a low amount of contact

had

44

By a high amount of contact

it is meant that a res pondent is in

close contact

w1th every agency that

information.

A

member who received

had seen the Church film, visited
attendance

the Church ha s for distributing

at various

a high score in the amount of contact

1 or more storehouses,

Church auxiliary

and been in

meetings where the Welfare plan

The medium degree of contact meant that the member usually
seen the film or visited

a storehouse

or project.

The low degree of contact usually
contact
Table 6.

had not

meant that the member had no

with a.ny source.
Percentage distribution
of L. D. s. Church members in 2
wards having various degrees of contact w1th Welfare Program
sources of education, 1951
Contact
Medium

Number

%

;3
Attitude

Toward Church Author1 ties

Forty-five
thorities

32

35

139
~

the Welfari, Program

out of 100 have a favorable

as they direct

attitude

the Church Welfare Program.

the Church membership in this sample is either
Church authorities

as they direct

By a favorable
feels

toward Church au-

attitude

or opposed to the

the Welfare Program.

toward authority

that the Program is inspired

neutral

More than half of

is meant that the res pondent

of God through the Church authorities;

that it is a sound program, because it is directed

by Church authorities;

that it comes from men who know what is best for the Church, and that it
will succeed in spite
A neutral

attitude

of opposition

from some members of the Church.

to'W8.?'dauthorities

means that the respondent

45
ac;rees to some of the previously-mentioned

statements

but not to all

of

them.
An opposed attitude

1s indicative

of those respondents

the Program should stand on 1 ts own merits

that

authors

and not depend upon its

or directors.
of L. D. s. Church members in 2 wards
who have various attitudes
toward the Church authorities
as
they direct the Welfare Proeram, 1951

7. Percan~~ge distribution

Table

]'avorable

4I

Attitude
1ieutra.l

44

number

Onposed

1I

139

28

28

Work Particiuation

of the Welfare Program

of Members in the Projects

20 out of 100 members work on the Welfare projects

Only

they are asked,

For a member to be sympathetic
is assumed by ma.n,y that

part

11

and favorable

11a.h.ays

11

participate

whenever they are asked and are able
work only part

work to the project .
work at all

(Tabl e 8).

toward the Program it

he must ta.loo pa.rt in the work of the Program.

Those members who score
projects

,menever

and 17 members out of 100 work pa.rt of the time; while

6J members out of 100 never work on a Welfare project

11

who feel

of the time,

are those who work in
to do so .

Those who score

al though they could contribute

One who "never" participates

more

is one who does not

on the projects.

Those respondents

who work whenever they are asked are character-

Church attenders;

istically

regular

au.xiliariJ

organization;

privilege

to support

The respondents

and they feel

they are usu.ally
that

it

officers

is their

in some

duty as well as

the project .
vmo work only part-time

are divided

into

2 groups:
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(1) those whoso occupa.tion permits

them to work only part-tine

; and (2)

those who, when asked, work only part of the time because they feel they
have done their

share.

There were many reasons

given by those liho never work.

reason seemed to be that the respondent's
ing on the project.

In many instances

occupation

The ma.in

interfered

this may have been true.

with work-

These

members tended to belong to that group who did not regul arly attend
Church activities

or were not officials

in some Church auxiliary

organi-

zation.
Table 8.

Percentage distribution
2 wards who participate

of the L. D. s. Church members in
in the Welfare projects,
1951

Work Participation
Always

Number

Never

1
I

17

20

Members }thQ_Prefer

139

63

Church Assistance

to Government Assista.nce

Even thoueJ:).the Welfare Program has been in oper a tion 15 years,
than half of the members of this study prefer
ment assistance;

4 out of 10 members prefer

less

Church assistance

to govern-

government assistance

and 1

out of 10 gave no choice (Table 9).
In previous

objectives

discussions

Thi a policy

of aiding

and county welfare program where all

assistance

out that 1 of the important

of the Welfare Program is to provide food and clothin g for the

needy members of the Church.
a state

1 t has been pointed

can get it from government sources.

citizens

the needy parallels

who can qualify

for

47
Preference of member s of the L. D. s. Church in 2 wards
who preferred Church assistance,
eovernment a ssistance,
and who expressed no choice, 1951

Tablo 9.

Church
assistance

Choice of Assistance
Government
n.ssistance

'i~

;,;

48

41

There were various
eovernment assistance

No
choice

Number

';o

1J9

11

reasons why the res pondents preferred
or Church assistance

either

(Tnbles 10 and 11).

Table 10.

Percentaee of L. D. s. I!lembers in 2 wards who a.ereed with
reasons c iven for preferring
government assistance,
1951

..

Reasons for preferring
eovernment assistance

Pere en ta.ge of
sample who
checked each
reason*

1.

"Money instead of produce is gi van and is more
easily adjusted to personal needs. 11

so

2.

"The receivine
of government a.ssistance is
more confidential
than the receiving of Church
assistance. 11

35

"I feel anti tled to government assistance
because I have paid taxes to support the government."

J6

J.
4.

"Government assistance
of close friends. 11

helps me to feel

independent

29

.5. "There
6.

1 s a thorough investie,n tion by trained
people of all who apply for government assistance."

20

"Church assistance

37

• Percentage

seems like

charity.

is based upon 139 responses.

11

48

Table 11.

Percentage of L. D. s. members in 2 wards who a.greed w1 th
reasons given for pre ferrin e Church Welfare assistance,
1951
Percentaee of
sample who
checked ea.ch
reason*

Reasons eiven for preferring
Church Welfaro assistan ce

1.
2.

J.

! feel that the government should not be
responsib le for me. 11

27

"The Church tells us -we should not accept
government assistance."

J7

11

! have contributed to the Program and feel
entitled
to Church assistance if I need it.
11

59

11

4.

"I feel more seO'UTewith Church assistance."

JJ

5.

"There are not as many people rece1 ving Church
assistance who do not need it as there are
who receive assist ance from the government."

4o

The Church has a better
the needy."

42

6• .

11

• Percentage

way of distribu.tin

g to

is based upon 1J9 responses

Other Variables

In addition

and Attitudes

Toward the Welfare Program

to the previously

discussed

variables

ed to find out whether there is any relationship

this

between members' atti-

tudes towards the Church Welfare Program and (1) schooling,

(3) income, (4) sex, (5) occupation,
church offices
priesthood

held,

study attempt-

(6) attendance

(2) age,

at meetings,

(8) payment of eaah Welfare assessments.

and (9)

held by members.

Information

~Attitude

Toward the Welfare Program

The more info:rmation the members have about the objectives,
ization,

(7)

and functions

of the Welfare project

the more favorable

organthey

tend to be towards the Program.
More than half of the members of this

study who have a low a.mount

of information

about the Welfare Program are either

neutral

or opposed

to it.

3 out of 4 members who have a hi&h degree of inform-

Approxim.tely
ation

are favorable

One out of J are either

to the Program.

neutral

or

opposed.
Table 12.

Percentage relationship
between the attitudes
of L. D. s.
Church members in 2 wards towards the L. D. s. Welfare
Program Blld their amoi.mt of infonnation about it, 1951

Amount of
information

Favorable

~

Attitudes
:Neutral
;,

Humber

Op-posed

%

rJ

High

76

13

11

62

Medium

.55

26

19

45

Low

J4

28

JS

32

Total

BJ

29

27

139

2 = l?.J? ( 01 = lJ.277)

C = .45*
1
*Chi-square proved to be statistically
significant.
explanation.

x

Contact~

Attitude

Toward the Welfare Program

The more contact

members have with various

about the Welfare Pro~
Sixty-oix
area are either
favorable.

percent
neutral

the more favorable
of those respondents

sources

they

rre.~ be accounted

of information

are to'\\E\rd. the Program.

in the low degree of contact

or opposed to the Welfare Program.

The number of members who are favorable

who have had little

"I don't

See page J5 for

contact

with the agencies

toward the Program and

for furnishing

for in part by quoting a typical

The reet are

statement

information
from 1 respondent:

know much about the Welfare Program and I don't go to Church much,

but if 1t comes from Church authorities

This statement and macy similar

it must be right."

ones support ideas referred

to in

.50

other sections

of this study , i.e.

from Church au t hor ities,

members f avor i t .

Percentage relationship
between the a ttitu des of 1 . D. s.
Church members in 2 wards toward s th e L. D. s. Welfare
Program and the amount of contact wit h educational agencie s
of the Program, 19.51

lJ.

Table

because the Welfare Progran comes

Amount of
contact

Attitudes
Neutral

Favorable

Number

0:Epoeed

1,

%

%

High

76

19

5

47

Medium

69

21

10

49

Low

J4

2J

4J

4J

Total

BJ

29

27

1J9

t2 = 23.41

F 13.277)

(.01

C

proved to be statistic

*Chi-eq~re

= ,51 *

I

See page J.5 for

ally significant.

explanation.
Only 1 in 20 who have a high degree of contact
Program a.re op:poaed to it,

with the Welfare

and only l in 10 who have a medium amount of

contact are opposed.
Attitude

Toward Church Authorities

and Attitude

Many of the res pondents expressed

Program is administered

the Church authorities

the thought,

by Church authorities,

There is a high degree of relationship

Toward the Welfare Program
"Because the Welfare

I am favorable

to it."

between how members feel about

and how they feel toward the Church Welfare Program

(Table 14).
Three out of 4 respondents
authorities

are favorable

who had a favorable

attitude

toward the Welfare Program.

toward

Eighty percent of

the members in this sample who are opposed to the Church Welfare Program
are either

neutral

or opposed to the Church authorities

as they direct

51
the activities

of the Program.

Whether one of these attitudes

cause of the other would be difficult
it would be safe to suggest
thorities

to say w1thout further

that as long as members reject

a favorable

attitude

sound and is built
following

and

comment will serve

"I think the Program is sound and good,

but not because it is administered

income:

Church au-

toward Church authorities

toward the Program, the following

1 point of view:

to illustrate

The

study, but

they will probably not favor the Church Welfare Program.

Of those who had an opposed attitude

ally

is the

by

Church authorities.

It is basic-

upon sound principles."

comment came from a respondent

\-41.0

had a medium

! favor the government program for practical

reasons.

11

but I

favor the Church Welfare Program because it comes from the Church, and
I believe

the Church 1s right."

Another respondent
administration

was

that she disapproved

handled in the ward, but added:

said the wrong thine,
Table 14.

indicated

because I want to support

11!

hope I ha.vent t

the Church authorities."

Percentage relationship
between the attitudes
of L. D. s.
Church members in 2 wards toward the Church Welfare Program
and their attitude
score toward the general authorities
of
the Church, 1951

Attitude toward
authority

Favorable

Attitude
Neutral

%

• •

of the way the

Op-posed

%

Number

%

Favorable

74

18

8

61

Neutral

76

18

6

39

Opposed

20

28

.52

.39

Total

8.3

29

27

1.39

x2

a

44.40

*Chi-square
explanation.

( 1 01

• lJ.277)
C
proved to be statistically

= ,66•
significant.

See page 3.5 for

52
Mr&.and Attitude

Toward the Welfare Program

Respondents between the ages of J.5 years nnd 54 years tended to be
less favorable

toward the Welfare Program than did the age levels

under

J.5 and over .55yea.rs.
The age group from 3.5 to 54 were less favorable

toward the Welfare

Program t.han were the other 2 age levels.
between the attitude of L. D. s.
Church members in 2 wards toward the Church Welfare Program
and different age levels, 1951

15. Percenta68 relationship

Table

Age level
(in years)

Favorable

%

Attitudes
Neutral

Number

Opposed

%

%

Under J4

62

22

16

J7

J.5 to 54

49

26

2.5

57

68

11

21

45

8J

29

27

1.39

Over

55

Total

-,

X2 :

6,68
(20 - 5 98
C = 1 27*
.
*Chi-square proved to be statistically
significant.
explanation.

Income and Attitude

See page .35 for

Toward the Church Welfare Program

The higher income group tends to be less favorable

toward the Church

Welfare Program than the lower income group (Table 16).
Those members who have an income of $4,000 and over per year are
less favorable
income.
has.

This

toward the Welfare Program than those
may

bo due to the added security

There was no significant

and their attitude
tude

may

be credited

differences

(see Appendix Table
in part

wo have

a lower

the higher income group

in the oooupation of members

J): hence th8\d1fference

to the difference

in income.

in atti-

SJ
Percentaee relationship
between the attitude of l. D. s.
Church members in 2 wards toward the Church Welfare Program
and their net income level, 1951

Table 16.

Income
per year

Attitude
Neutral

Favorable

1

?"
p

Number

Opposed

%

I

Under $2,499

62

22

16

73

$2,500 to $3,999

67

22

11

J6

Over $4,000

46

17

37

30

Total

8J

29

27

139

X2

= 7.69

(,10

*Chi-square

= 7,79)

= .JO*

C

1s not statistically

Sae page J5 for explanation.

significant.

Attendance at Meetin 0 s nnd Attitude
Those manbars who attended

Toward the Welfare Program

numerous Church meetings are more favor-

able toward the Church Welfare Program than those -w:10attend

fewer or

none ( Table 17).
Tho3c Church mecbers who attend
week are more favorable
specific

oectin c .

2 or more different

to the Program than those who attend

Members who never attend possibly

Welfare organization

meetings per

as a material

benefit

only l

see value in the

to those in need and sanction

it for this reason.
Those who attend
attenders

only l specific

as those lllho attend

to Churoh aot1v1ties
more favorable

meeting are not usually

2 or more different

meetin8s.

as regu.lar
Relationship

in general probably accounts for this group being

than the group who attend

only 1 meeting.

54
Table 17.

Percentage relationship
between the attitude
of L. D. s.
Church members in 2 wards toward the Church \·lelfare Program
and frequent attendance at Church meetings, 1951

At tendanee
at meetings
per week

Favorable

Attitude
Neutral

%

Opposed

%

Mumber

%

Several

66

18

16

100

1

52

14

J4

21

0

JJ

44

2J

18

Total

8J

29

27

1J9

X2 = 9.77
(.02: 9.837) C :
*Chi-square proved to be statistically
.explanation.
Church Offices

Held~

Attitude

.J6*

significant.

Toward the Welfare Program

The Church members who hold 1 or more offices
zations

are more favorable

See page 35 for

in the ward organi-

toward the Welfare Program than those ~o hold

none.
The members who hold only 1 Church office
tend

to be slightly

more favorable

who hold more than 1 office

"overworked" when they have several
not being as favorable

as the

people 'Whohold no office

the Welfare Program than those

toward

(Table 18).

A tendency for members to feel

offices

1 office"

11

are favorable

in the ward organization

may

group.

be 1 reason for their
Only 1 out of every J

to the Welfare Program.

5.5
Percentage relationshi p between the attitude of L. D. s.
Church members in 2 wards toward the Church Welfare Program
and number of Church offic es helc, 1951

Table 18.

Church offices
held

Atti tu.des

Opposed

Ueutra.l

Favorable

%

,rw:,}:ler

%

%

61

20

20

J.5

1

7l

17

12

66

0

39

29

32

38

83

29

27

139

More than l

Total ·

x2 = 10.62

c,02

= 11.66)

o - ,26*

•Chi-square proved to be statistically
explana. ti on.
~Participation~

Attitude

Toward the Welfare Program

Those members who work on the Welfare projects
be more favorable
Eighty-seven

of the Church members in this
yet one-half'

the work participation,

of this number are favorable

cause of their health

may

be the relative

factor

toward the
members

here rather

than

due to the faot that a large number of Church

members are not in a position

to participate

or occupation.

in the Welfare project

be-

There is a tendency for those who

by working 1n the Program to be more favorable

who do not -work. Whether it ie "al~s"
important

study do not 'tt"Orkon a

Again it may be suggested that the attitude

have for Church authorities

participate

have a tendency to

toward the Welfare Program than those who do not work.

Welfare assignment,

Welfare Program.

See page 35 for

significant.

than those

or "pa.rt" is apparently

as tar as this study is concerned (Table 19).

not

.
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Table 19.

Percentage relationship
between the attitude of L. D. s.
Church members in 2 wards toward the Church Welfare Program
and their :participation
in the work :projects of the Program.
1951

Work
~rticipa.tion

Favorable

Attitudes
Neutral

Number

Oo'Poaed

%

%

%

Always

65

24

11

29

Part

73

17

10

23

Never

54

21

25

87

Total

8J

29

27

139

x2 = 5,21

(1 20 = 2,98)

*Chi-square

is not statistically

C : 9 27*
significant.

See page JS for explanation.

Other Independent Variables
Other independent variables
schooling,

priesthood,

sex, and money participation,

mit;ht have a significant

relationship

were tested

for association.

significant

relationship

~al

more favorable

but this

toward the Program,

It was found that these variables

,!ru! attitude

(Sae

had no

Appendix A for tables.)
Place

toward. the Welfare Program.

ap:parently makes no difference

the Welfare Program.

which were thought

to attitudes

to attitudes.

M urban residence

of residence

such as home ownership, occupation,

The table indicates

in a members• attitude

toward

that rural members are slightly

could have been due to nchance."

(See Appendix

Table l.)
~

.

ownarsh1;p ~ a\t1 tude toward~

a home ma.de little

or no difference

Welfare Program.
1n the attitude

The owning of

a member had compared

to one \'lho rented his home.

The seourity
home apparently

that may come to members by virtue
does not influence

their

attitude

of their

owning a

to..ard the Church Welfare
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Proe;ram.

The formation of attitudes

is dependent upon other variables.

(See Appendix Table 2.)

Occupation~

attitude

which a Church member pursues does not affect
this

( See Appendix Table

study.

Formal education and attitude

his attitude

it is not stavistioally

school.

significant.

his attitude;

those who have 4 years of

than

(See Appendix Table 4.)

toward the Welfare Program.

attitude

hood which ma.le members of the Church hold had little
to the attitude

Appendix Table

The

priest-

or no observable

expressed toward. the Welfare Program.

(See

5.)

Sex of the respondent
is no statistical

a.tti tude toward the Welfare Program.

~

difference

Church Welfare Program.
Money contribution~

in the attitude

attitude

of men or women toward the

toward the Welfare Pro~

money assessments

Welfare Program to be more favorable

for the support of the

statistically

Half of the members in this sample pay their

less than one-tenth

About one-third
never~.

There is

than those who do not.

in this study are not considered

the \felfare Program.

There

( See Appendix Table 6.)

a tendency for those whop~

findings

than

Those who have been to college are also more favorable

held~

relationship

how-

Those who have had 2 years

those who have only high school training.
Priesthood

The amount

toward the Welfare Program.

of hie;h school or less are more favorable
hi~

according to

J.)

of formal education a member had seemed to influence
ever.

The occupation

toward the Welfare Program.

full

pay pa.rt of their

(See Appendix Table 7.)

However. the

significant.
cash assessments
assessments,

and

to
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SUMMARY
ANDCONCLUSIONS
Summary
Summary g! mcedg.

of attitude

After extensive
the vr1tar

studies

of the membersof the L. D.
The attitudes

conditioning.

loaopcy- peculiar
definite

are emotionally-

study hAve been the object

They constitute

L. D. s. people.

to the

institution

organization.

Church towards the Church Welfare Program.

in this

considered

emotional cultural

to make a stutcy of the attitude

decided

s.

w1 thin

and intens1 ve study in the area

a part of Church phi-

The Welfare Program is a

the framework of the Latter-day

Saint Churoh

However, an attempt is made to measure attitudes
tonedJ ea.re must. be taken to detemine

influence

the formation

attitudes

exist

of attitudes,

which

(l) what factors

and (2) to whAt extent private

of public attitudes.

exclusive

The investigation

of

in the field

of attitude

t he p r imary considerations

1n maldng an attitude

validity

The instruments

and relia bility.

research

revealed

atudy of this

that

kind are

used 1n mea.su.ring the atti-

tudes and 1ndependen t va r ia bles which a.re studied must be valid and
reliable

in wh.lt they measure.

validity

and reliability

Case historieo
studies

Ca.re \48.s taken 1n this

study to insure

in all areas of mea surement.

from various Church members, review of other attitude
one, and consul ta.tions w1th the director

s11""1lar to this

mi ttoe members of this

study revealed

that

such things as information

about the Program, contact

with the Program a.cti vi ties.

t he Welfare work projects,

attitude

r egular Church participation,
a s havi ng pos si bl e relationship

and com-

participation

in

toward the Church authorities,

and various

to attitude

other vari ables were suggested
formation.
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An instrument

of measurement to be used as a euide in interviewing

people to determine

their

next consideration.

atti tu.de toward the Welfare Program was the

Extensive

with members of the Church,

reading

consult:1.tions

Welfare workers were the sources

the attitude

from which statements

about the Welfare
yeople that

to by members of the Church, would reveal

when reacted

the schedule was constructed

unuer actual

field

After

for

A retest

fw.·ti1er al tera.tions

the purposed study it was

Cha.nees were ma.de where tests

conditions.

proved that weaknesses existed.
schedule.

and

of each member toward the Welfare Program.

After
tested

interviews

t,lith Church officials

It was the opinion of experienced

Program were selected.
these statements,

in Church literature,

was then made of the revised

were ma.de the actual

field

work

beea.n.

The sample for this
of 2 separate

stakes in Cacho County,

in the central

is located

study was taken from 2 wards which were parts

located

occupations).

The other,

cul turo).

comr:runity of 650 people,

The latter

ty with ha.bits,

ward was selected

practices,

was considered

all

principally

becaure

and attitudes

Ward,

(an urban comrnmity of

20 miles from Logan and comprises nearly

Newton (a rural

Thia fact

'J.1he1, Logan Fifth

part of togn.n City

people ,rl.th various

16.000

Utah.

Hewton Ward, is
of the town of
engaeed in aeri-

of the wr1ter 1 s fami l i ari-

of the people living

by the ,..,ri ter and advisor

there .

to be an important

\

consideration

in undertaking

Summary of analysis

this

a study of this kind.

of data .

Fifty-nine

study are :f'avorable toward.the

neutral;

20 percent

are opposed.

Welfare

percent

of the sample in

Program; 21 percent

are
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A member having a favorable
the objectives
istration,

attitude

subscribes

of the Welfare Program as well as its organization,

information

members tended to be those who had a hie;h degree of

and cont.-'1ot w1th the Program.

the authorities

They had a high respect

of the Church. took an active

and Church acti v1 ties

organization

part in the Welfare projects

to the Welfare Program is opposed

and function.

Members who were opposed tended to be those who lmew little
the \'felfare Program, who had little

respect

for the authorities
very 11 ttle

for

in general.

A member having an opposed attitude

pated

admin-

and functions.

The favorable

to its

to all or most of

contact with it,

as they directed

and who had little

the Program.

in the Welfare activities

about

They partici-

and Church :f'unotions in

general.
A member having a neutral
in between the favorable
scribe

attitude

a.nd opposed group.

to some of the practices

private

attitude

This respondent could sub-

of tho Program but is opposed to others.

In this study less than J percent
ferent

to-wards the Welfare Program falls

of the members expressed a dif-

than pu.bl1o attitude.

This indicates

tudes toward the Welfare Program are rather

permanently established

Information about the Welfare Progr8l!l.

Fort~five

informed about the Welfare Program.

the areas of (1) objectives,

and (4) organization
Thirt~three

and

reason for ma.inta.ining a dual set of attitudes.

members see little

were wll

that atti-

(2) administration,

percent

of the sample

Their information was 1n
(J) source of supply,

of the Welfare Program.

percent were mediumly well informed about the Welfare
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Program.

Their information

Program.

They wore relatively

Twenty-two percent

was mainly in the area of objectives
un1nforned in other areas.

were very poorly informed about the Welfare

Program. They knew very little
in any area.
• •
Principal sources of information were stake conferences.
publications,
izations

sacrament meetings,

genor~lly

of the

and ~enern.l conferences.

Church

Ward organ-

did not rate very hir,h as sourpos of information.

Hinetoen percent

of the people interviewed

h<~ve seen

have been prepared by the general Welfare conmittee
about the Uelfare Prot;ram.

films that

to inform members

Nine percent have visited

Welfare Square in

Salt Lake City.
Amount of con tact t10I:1bershave had with the Welfare Program I I! educationAbout one-third

al ac~i vi ties.

hich amount of contact,
have

one-third

of the members in this

have a medium amount, and one-third

a low a.t!lount. Contc'l.cts consist

recional

storehouses

of worki?lt"'.:in or visi tine the

or Welfare Square.

Atti tud.e tO\vard Church authorities

~

the Welfare Program .

tude a member has toward the Church authorities
Program is an important factor
Program.

Forty-four

percent

ward the Church authorities
28 percent

sample have a

as they direct

in forming his attitude

were opposed to the Church authorities

Welfare Program, and 28 percent

atti-

the Welfare

toward the Welfare

of the sample had a favorable
as they administered

The

attitude

to-

the Welfare Program,
as they directed

the

wre neutral.

Work 1?!3:rticination and the Welfare Program.
those who work on Welfare projects

There is a tendency for

to be more favorable

toward the Welfare

Program than those who do not; however. only J? percent

of the people work

on projects.

Sixty-three

percent

never work on projects,

and many of this
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latter

number are favorable

to the Program.

Members• preferen~e

for Church assistance

to government assistance.

Forty-eight

percent

of the sample preferred

one percent

preferred

Church assistance

government assista.nee.

and forty-

Eleven percent bad no

choice.
The principal
ment assistance

reasons for preferrine

Church assistance

accept- the government assistance,

and (2) the members have contributed

to the Church Welfare Program a.nd therefore

(1) money instead

to personal

feel entitled

reasons for members preferring

The principal

a.re:

do not want members to

( 1) the Church authorities

a.re:

of "kind

to govern-

11

to its assistance.

government assistance

is given and is more easily

ad.justed

needs; (2) members have supported government welfare programs

and feel an.titled

to government assistance;

is more "confidential"
Attendance

and (J) government assistance

than Church assistance.

at meetings

and Church offices

held are variables

had a significant

rel.a.t1onsh1p to attitudes.

regular

at meetings and held 1 or more offices

attenders

lllhich

Those members who were

able to the Welfare Program than those who did not attend

were more favorregularly

or

hold any offices.
Other variables
variables

and

attitudes

toward the Welfare Program.

which tended to have a rel.a.tionshi:p

to the attitude

Other
of Church

members toward the Welfare Program but which were not statistically
significant

ver:

(1) payments of

ca.sh

welfare assessments;

hood held by male members; (3) age of respondent;

(2) priest-

and (4) income of

respond.en t.
Variables

\>hich had no observable

relationship

Church members toward the Welfare Progr~

were:

to the attitude
(l) occupation;

of

6J
(2) amount of schooling;

and (4) owning or rent-

(J) sex of respondent;

ing of a home.
Conclusions
The findings
up to be tested,
related

of this

study support the main thesis

namely that attitudes

to the information

The amount of association
tude toward the Program
that

the association

ciation

toward the Welfare Program are

people have about it and to other factors.
between information

\-JaS

not great,

people had and their atti-

but it was of such a magnitude

cannot be accounted for by cha.nee; hence the asso-

must be considered

significant.

The findings

second phase of the study, namely that attitudos
variables

which ,ffl.s set

other than information

also support the

are associated

and this association

is of such a

magn1tud.e that they cannot be accounted for by chance.
variables

other than infonnation

of information
authorities
offices

at meetings.

In examining these it seems likely
to ea.ch other and to information.

of this

of these variables

study.

associated

points

that they are all highly related

Further

testing

seems advisable

A number of other variables

for the inter-

but is beyond the axtent

which were thought to be

with the a.tti tud.es toward the Wel:tare Program were studied,

but the evidence collected
clusive.

toward the Church

the Welfare Proera.m; (3) number of Church

held; and (4) attendance

relationship

with

(1) contact with the sources

about the Welfare Program; (2) attitude

as they administer

The independent

which prove to be associated

atti tud.es toward the Welfare Program were:

with

The fact,

suggested

that the association

however. that the association

out the need for further

study.

~snot

con-

approaches sign1f1ca.nce,

Other variables

which were tested
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for association

with attitudes

no significance.

It is not unlikely

methods of ncasurcment ~ulcl
of the association

This

to\,13,rdthe Welfare Program proved to have
that if more careful

h9.ve been used, the nature and the extent

would. have been chP.n~;ed.

h:.l.s confirmed beyond s. question

stu~r

of standardized

and acceptable

research

histories.

e~loratory
points

Caso histories

in this

consideration.

methods of studyinc important issues,
other methods would not readily
Knowledge of~

study are tho following.

up the study,

in pointing

in the

in discovering
out suggestive

and in answering questions

to which

lend thems@lves.

of the universe.

of the universe

Some of these pro-

have proven oxtreriely valuable

work that was done in setting

that needed s,ecial

of a doubt the importance

procedure.

cedures which have IJroven nost valuable
Caso

and refined

Intimate acquaintance

with part

studied ,ms extremely important and used as a frequent

cheok on the va.lid.i ty a.nd reliabili

t:r of the methods used and the data

collected.
Definition

of terms.

and avoided

interpretation

did the interviewing,
time the field

retesting

Use

testing

testing

Standardization

and gave a consistency

of~

for different

of instruction
people \\ho

to the study throughout

gue1tionna.ire.

of the questionnaire

Qi. multiple

variables

many errors.

of terms insured consistent

the

data were being collected.

in the instrument
liminary

definition

provided a commonoperation

for interviewing

Preliminarz

Precise

The

:proved valuable

preliminary

in locating

of measurement that had to be corrected.
1s a prelude to effective
instruments

in this thesis

field

testing

and

the weaknesses
Such :pre-

work.

to measure variables.

did not :prove too valuable,

Although some of the
often they served
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the constructive

purpose of pointing

out to the intervie wer certa in

phases of the pr obl em.

Publ ic 8.2}.Q:
priva t e attitudes
who expressed
still

different

.

Although there were only a f ew peopl e

public

than private

attitudes

, the number -was

enough to confirm the concept and sup:._:,ortthe advisabil it y

ereat

of developing methods to investigate

both public

and private

attitu des

when making a study in the field .

General and specific.

The importance of conside r ing both specif i c

and generalized

is broue}lt out very clear l y in this st udy.

attitudes

Time and ::i,eain it became evident
the Welfare Program t-tas quite

Statistical

test

oie;nificant

association

suegested

limits

that a person ' s specific

different

of sic;nifiCD.nce .

than his

general attitude

Statistical

proved very valuable

beyond which the writer

attitude

tests

about
.

to de t ermin e

in t his study .

The t es t s

could not go 1n interp r eti ng

the data.
This otudy supports

the basic

The Welfare Program is changing .

st! tutions.

di rec ti on comes from Salt

Lake City.

not so extens i ve nor so rigid

The extent

that

to which cryetalization

i n the future

w do not know.

will become increasingly
This thesis
institutional

theory about the development of in-

raised

rigid

Much of the contro l and

The regulative

norms to date are

they cannot be changed and modified.
and rigid! ty will oeaur in the stru.cture

If 1 t follows

the :patterns

and resistant

to change.

again the whole field

of the advisability

au.di ts, not 1n terms of books and financial

in terms of goals and objectives,

of others

it

of

structure

but

and how they are being achieved .

Attention

needs to be given to the extent

the lives

of people.

to 'Which institutions

What oould be done to increase

their

influence

efficiency?
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These questions
are closely
Studies

pose problems for further

related

to this

study.

Some such problems

study. others are in the general field.

such as this need to be done in other geographic area,

isolated

areas;

8{,Tic:rultural

industrial

for exa.mple

like Salt lake City;

centers

areas mere largo numbers of the Church can be found; areas

coastal

where Church membership is very sparce;
Church Welfare Program has been great;
Program has been significant;

areas where resista11ce to the
where acceptance

areas

to the

areas where the Welfare Program was first

accepted .
A

study such as this

formed under crises
Studies

one mieht be made about atti tudos as they are

situations.

are needed which would cover periods

changes in the nature of :people's attitudes
Row do these attitudes

How important

out

toward. the Welfare Program.

change as a.n individual

fluence does school and education

of time and point

What in-

becomes older?

have upon the formation

of attitudes?

is reS])ons1bil1 ty in the development of att1 tudes to,,iard

the Welf'are Proi;ra.m?

A case history
to official
by virtue

study might well be ma.de of members who are elected
of the Church.

positions

of these official

positions

How are their

attitudes

which require

the administration

1nnuenced

of some phase of the Welfare Program a.t the ward or stake level?
studies

indicate
points

contrasted

worthwhile comparisons.
of view of the recipients

mental programs over a. period

fluences

of the attitudes

with studies

upon the lives

How effectively

Such

of lay members might

We need to compare the attitudes

and

of Church Welfare Programs with govern-

of time to evaluate

their

respective

in-

of people.

1s the Welfare Program administered

in terms of

67
standards

for administrating

such programs?

Welfare Program follow the basic principles
administrations

which are recognized

To what extent
a.nd practices

tho cause for the associations

On the other hand, at a number of points

pected have prevailed.
deviations

Studies

A careful

persuinc

other possible

stuclles.

Further

field?

studies

l:fu.ich have prevailed.

deviations

from what i.as ex-

could be undertaken

to show why these

from the expected exist.

for the fact. that attitudes

of welfare

as pa.rt of the professional

This study has shown a number of associations.

could well undertake

does the

For example. how can one account

toward Church authorities

of the findines

of this

thesis

were very favorable?
suggests

many
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Appendix Table 1.

Place of
residence

Percentage relationship
between the attitude of
L. D. s. Church members in 2 wards to,-re.rd the
Church Welfare Program and place of residence, 19.51
Favorable

Attitudes
Neutral

%

Qm2osed

%

Number

%

Rural

62

17

21

'11

Urban

57

25

18

68

Total

83

29

27

139

x2 = 1146•

C.5o= 1.J6)

c = significant.
.14

See page 35 for explanation.

*Chi-square was not statistically

Appendix Table 2.

Home
ownership

Percentage relationship
between the attitude of
L. D. s. Church members in 2 wards toward the Church
Welfare Program and the otmership of a home, 1951
Attitudes

Favorable

%

Neutral

%

Op:p%sed

Number

Home owner

60

21

19

110

Home renter

58

21

21

29

Total

83

29

27

139

x2 = ,13•

(.95= ,io3)

*Oh.1-sq:uare '1118.s
not statistically

significant.

See page 35 for explanation.
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Appendix Table J.

Percenta. ee relationship
between attitudes
of
1. D. s. Church members in 2 wards toward the
Church Welfare Program and their occu:r,ation, 1951

Occu'D8.tion

Attitudes
neutral

Favorable

Opposed

number

?
,,

,o
<'

~
I

Farmer

65

10

25

20

Housewife

56

26

18

62

Business

62

2.5

1.3

8

Prof es sio:na.l

.56

22

22

2.3

Rotired

66

17

17

6

Student

100

0

0

5

Miscellaneous

75

0

25

8

La.borer

28

44

28

7

Total

83

29

27

1.39

x2 = ~!.21•

(!zo = ~.oo)

C

*Chi-square was not statistically
Appendix Table 4.

Percentage
L. D.

s.

--

.12
significant.

relationship

Favorable

a.mount of schooling,
Attitudes
Neutral

%

%
Less than 4 years
high school

or

between the attitude

of
the Welfare
19.51

Church members in 2 wards to,~d

Program and their

Years of
Schooling

See page .35 for explanation.

Op-posed.

Number

%

62

20

18

.35

51

26

23

43

More than high school

64

18

18

57

Total

81

28

26

135

4 years in high

x2

school

: 2.34il'
( 130: 2 14o) C
*Chi-square was not statistically

4

•

a

.19
significant.

See page J.5 for explanation.
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Appendix Table 5.

Priesthood
office held

Percentage relationship
between the attitude of male
t. D. s. Church members in 2 wards to1--.1ard
the Church
Welfare Program and priesthood they hold, 1951
Attitudes
Favorable

Oopoaed

:il'eut:ral

%

%

%

!lumber

Elder a.nd below

6J

16

21

30

Above elder

64

19

17

32

Total

40

11

11

62

x2 = .60•

c,zo= ,z1)

*Chi-square was not statistic
nation.

Appendix Table 6.

Sex of
respondent

ally

See page 35 for expla.-

significant.

Percenta.ee relationship
betw een the attitudes
of
L. D. s. Church members in 2 wards to,,iards the
Church Welfare Prograu and sex of respondent, 19.51
Favorable

Atti tudea
Neutral
~
I

%

Opnosed

Number

%

Male

66

16

18

62

Female

54

25

21

77

Total

83

29

27

139

x2 = 2.10•

(.Jo= 2,4o)

*Chi-square vas not statistically
nation.

c :

.1J

significant.

See page J.5 for expla-
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Appendix Table 7.

Percentage relationship
between the attitude of
L. D. s. Church members in 2 wards toward the
Church \Telf&.re ProGJ.'8mand payments of Welfare
assessments, 1951
Favorable
;;z
I

Attitude
Neutral
A
/0

Opposed

Number

%

Always

68

18

14

75

Part

50

22

28

48

never

50

25

25

16

Tota.l

8J

29

27

139

i:_; 5.48•

(,JO: 4.87)
C : .22
*Chi-square was not statistic
·1lly significant.
nation.

See page 35 for expla-
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A STUDYOF ATTITUDES TOWARD
ANDPARTICIPATI ON IN THE CHURCH
WELFAREPROGRANOF mMBERS OF TIDJ CHURCHOF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER-DAYSAHrTS

I.

Information

about the Welfare Program.

We are interested
in finding out the amount of information
members of the L. D. s. Church have about the Church Welfare Program .
Please check the ans~rers which you think are most nearly cor r ect .
A.

Check any of tho fol l owing which you lmow to be the obje c ti ves
of tho L. D. s. Welfare Progra.n.
--

1.
2.

J.
4.

Provide food, clothing, shelter,
the worthy members of the L. D.

in need.
Help people to he l p themselves .
Build character in givers as well as receivers .
Hake the member s of the Church independent of
each other .

5. Spiritual

and temporal

rehabilitation

6. Teach members to be dependent.
7. Foster sympathy and understanding
8.

9.
B.

giver and receiver .
Other ____________________
Don't lmow.

.
between
_

ciieck the following programs which you lmow come under
the L. D. s. Wel fare Program .
1. Deseret Industries.
2. Co-op s el f -h el p pr oject s .
3. Regiona l store hou se .
4. ~i shop ' s store house.

5. Welfar e Square.
6. Aaronic priesthood

7. Don1 t know.

C.

and bedding for
Churc..ri who are

s.

project.

Check from the following 11st th e commit t ae e wh i ch
y ou~
are committees of the General Wel fa r e Program.
1. General Welfare committee.
2. Agricul tura.l o ommittee.
J. Deseret clothing factory supervisory committee.
4. Cheese processing committee.
5. Deseret Industries supervisory committee.
6. Food processin g comm!ttee.
?. Adverti sing committee.
8. Fina.nee committee.
9. Special projects committee.
10. Hou.sing committee.
11. Don't know.

D.

Check the followine persons or {;.Toups of persons which you
kno,! a.re responsible
for the adr-.ir,istration
of the L. D. s.
Church Welfare Procram within the t-iard.
1. Bishopric.
2.

J.

Y• .f. ?J. I . A.

Relief Society presidency.
Ward Welfare com:r:iit tee •
.5. Ward teachers.
6. Relief Society teachers.
7. S1m.day School superintendency.
8. Priesthood quorum.
9. Don' t know.

4.

E.

F.

Check the f'ollowin.e w1'.ich a.re the main sources of
money and/or coods which supply the L. D. s. Welfare
Program .
1. Stake Welfare project.
2. Fast offerinc .
J. Priesthood quorum projects .
4. Ward maintenance •
.5. Welfare assessments to ward rr,embers.
6. Don I t la10w.
Check the correct answer to questions about your
ward Welfare :project . (A project consists of any
means to raise noney or produce .)
1. Does your ward have a Welfare project?
Yes __
No __
Don• t know __
•
2. What does your \i8.rd furnish for the L. D. s.
Church Welfare Program?
Money _
Produce_
Don't know_.

.5. ---

6.

7. __

_

8. __

_

9. __

_

10. __

_

G. C'neck the correct answer to questions about your
stake Welfare project.
1. Does your stake have a Welfare project?
Yes __

2.

J.
II.

No--....,

Don't

know __

•

What does your stake project furnish for the
L. D. s. Church Welfare Program?
Money_
Produce_
Don't know_.
What type of produce does your stake project
furnish the L. D. s. Welfare Program?
_____________
Don•t know ___

Sources of information.
A. Check any of the follo'\-ring organizations
for items which you
have received information about the L. D. s. Welfare Program.
1.
2.

J.
4.

5.
6.

Relief Society.
Saorament meeting.
Ward teachers.
Sunday Sahool.
Priesthood quorum.
Stake conferences

__
__
__
__
__
__

11.
12.
lJ.
14.
15.
16.

__
__

_
_

__
__

_
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7. General conferences.
8.
9.

B.

17.

Church publications.
N'ews:pa.pers.

__

Check answers to the followine questions.
1. Have you hen.rd of the Church llelf are film?
Yes_No_
2. Have you seen the Church Uelfare film?
Yes
No __
•
J. Have you heard of Welfare Square in Salt Lake
City? Yes __
No
•
4. Have you visited Welfare Square i n Salt La.ke
City? Yes
lfo __
•
5. Have you visited the Peeional st or ehouse
nearest your home? Yes _ __ No

20.
21.
22.

2J.
24. ---

Tota l scor e
III.

18.
19.

2s.

Attitude .
A.

Axe you in favor of your stake
Yes
lfo

B.

Check in the space provided your an swer to t he
following statements .
1. I would feel entitled to Chur ch Welfare aid i f
I needed it . Yes _ _ _ No _.
2. I would prefer government a.ssi st a.nee to Church
Welfare a.ssist..1.nce. Yes _
Uo ___ •
J. I would prefer Church Welfare a s sistan ce to
government assistance . Yes ___
No ___ •

c.

o\-m1ng a fa.rm?

26.

-- -

27.
28.
29.

Check fr om the list your r ea sons f or ~r ef er r ing
government assistance .
1. "Money ins t ea.d of produc e is e i van and i s mor e
eas il y adj usted to pe r Mnal needs ."
_
JO.
2. "The rece i vi ng of government assistance i s
more conf identi al than receivl ne of Church
___ Jl.
a ssist an ce."
11
J.
1 feel entitled
to government as sistance
because I have pa.id ta.xes to suppor t the
government."
32.
4. "Government assistance hel ps me to feel
independent of close friends."
_33.
S. "There is a. thorough investigation of all
who apply for government a s sistance by
trained people."
34.
-35.
6. "Church assistance seems like charity. 11

---

D.

Check from the followin g statements your r easons f or
preferrin g Church assistance to government assistance .
1. "I feel that the government should not be
res ponsi ble f or me. 11
_ _
2. "The Church tells us we should not accept
government assistance."
_J7.

J6.

•
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J.
4.

5.
6.
E.

11! have contributed
to the Progrein and feel entitled
to assistance
if I need 1 t. 11
__
"I feel more secure with Church a ssistance. 11
_
11There are not as many people receiving
assistance
who do not need 1t as there a.re f'rom the government. 11
"The Church hD.s a better way of diatributine;
to the needy."

J9.
4o.

41.

Check the position on the line wich most nearly describes
your a.tti tude to,,m,rd the L. D. s. Church Welfare Program.

l
1
Strongly favor

1
'
Neutral
4

.5

1

1

1

Strongly

J

opposed
l

2

-F.

J8.

42.

Check on the line below the position which beet re presents
the attitude
of your marriage partner.
l

l

Strongly

5

favor

4

1
Neutral
J

1
Strongly

1
2

1

opposed
1

_4J._
G.

Following is a list of statements about the L. D. s. Church
Welfare Program. Check in the space which best represents
your feeling.

The Wel!are Prottam:
Is meant to benefit all L. D. s. members
2. Does some harm and some good.
J. Does more harm than good.
4. ' Is of no value to self-sustaini
ng members.
Benefits
only those who won1 t work.
6. Has served 1ts purpose and 1 s no longer

:Strongly:
:d1~ee:

Disaie:ree

Neutral

Strongly:
~ree

: A{!:.ree

:

.

1.

..

: 44.

45.
46.
47.

s.

48.

needed.

1.

a.
9.

10.
11.

12.
lJ.

14.

is.
16.

17.

Is an enemy to free enterprise.
Is weakening the faith of devout members.
Comes from men who know what is best for
members of the Church.
Takes too much of a busy person's
time.
Is a severe financial
burden upon Church
members.
Is sound because 1 t 1s directed
by Church
authorities.
Is not needed because the state cares for
all who need help.
Will succeed 1n spite of opposition
from
some members of the Church.
Hae succeeded where sp1r1 tua.11 ty hae been
high a.nd has lagged were
spiri tu.ali ty
bas been low.
Is meant to CAITy out the :f'undamental
purpose of the United Order.
Is inspired
of God.

49.

so.__
51.

52. __

.

SJ.

.

. 54.
55.
56.

.. 57•

.

.

•

. 58•
59.

Total
Total
Total

60.
61.
62.

63.
co
I-'

.

: Strongly:
: disagree:

H.

.

Check in the space provided to the right
~e degree which beet represents your
feeling toward assistance
statements.
No one must be permitted to starve
in our midst.
2. Relief shall not be extended as
Charity except to the sick and the
infirm.
J. Relief to those who are able to work
1 s demoralizing.
4. Work should be provided for thos e who
are 1n need and who are able to work.
,5. From each according to his a.bili ty;
to ea.ch according to his need.
6. It is not always possible for a man
to find work ,-,hen he needs it.

Disagree : Neutral

.•
•.
:
.

1.

.•
.

.

.
.

:

•

:
•
:

..
..
:

.
.

.
.
.•

.• Agree:

: Stro ngly
agre e

:

..

:

:

:

..

:

:
:

.
..

•.
.

.
.
:

.....
.
:

.
...
.
:
..
.••

.•

..

.•

•

Total

64.

BJ
IV.

General informn.tion.
A.
1. Schoolinc
Grade
High School
l 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1

College
2 J

4

Degree
BA MA PhD

65._

E. Sex
Male

c.

Age
1.

66._

Female_

Uncler

25

25-J4
J. J5-4J.j,
4. 45-54
5. 55-64
6. 65 over
2.

D.

1.

67.--

Home o\m.er

68.

2. Tenant

--

E. Occupation
1.
2.

J.
4.

Farmer

.5. Retired_
6. Student
7. Other __

--

Housewife
:Business Professional_

--

F. Gross income per year
1. Under $250
2. 2.50-.599
__
J. 600-999
4. 1000-249_9_

--

G.

1.

8. Laborer_

69. __

5. 2500-3999__
6. 4o00-.5999
?. 6000-9999====
8. 10,000 over_

70._

Priesthood (of na.le) held
a. Deacon__
d. Elder_
e. Seventy __
b. Priest
f. High Priest __
c. Teacher_

--

2.

J.

Attend.a.nee at meetings
a. Priesthood_____
b. Sacrament___

Church offices held
a. Ward teacher__
b. Auxiliary
teacher
o. Bishopric.__
-

V.

Participation
A.

Money:

13. Work:

c. Auxiliary __
_
d. Conferences __

71.-72.__

_
d. Other ____
e. Relief Society teacher_

73._

in Welfare assessments.
Al~s

__

Pa.rt

Never

Al~s

__

Part-

Never--

74.
75.-

84

'

APPEN'DIX
C

BS
KEY FOR SCORINGAND connrolTHE SCHErotE

The underscored numerals represent the column number on the I.B.M.
punch card. The bracketed numerals denote the row numbers on each
column. Other nuoerals represent the numbers in the bocly of the schedule.
Pagel

Number of schedule
(001-1.50)
Place
(1) !Teuton

1,2,J,

4,
1.

(2) Logan
cambers hAve about the i:elfare
A. 1,2,3,.5,7
correct answers
B. 1,J,4,5
correct answers

Information

c.

1,2,.'.3,5,
6,8,9,10

correct
correct
correct

D. l,J,4,5,6
E. 1,2,5

.5.

Total
(1)
(2)
(J)
(4)
(5)

answers
answers
anm-,ers
score

info:rnntion
Very high

25-JO

19-24
1.3-18
17-12
o-6

!Iigh

Moderate
Some
Very

program.

11 ttle

(The total score ie obtained
by addine; the total number of
correct answers a.nd subtracting

the incorrect

answers.
If the
score ·was negative a zero was
eiven. No negative sums are
used. An interval
of .5 1s used
to place the scores in .5 categories ra.ngine from "very high"
to "very 11 ttle. 11)

Page 2

F. Ward project

6,
7,

information

Have one (1) yes
(2) no
(J) don 1 t know
(1) produce - correct
Furnish
(2) money
(J) both

8,

G. Stake project

- correct

answer
answer

information

Have one (1) yes

1.

The answers are ooded so that all
the International
and sorting ease.
• •

the information

:Business Machine (I.E.M.)

can be placed on
punch cards for tabulation

86
(2) no
(J) don't

9,

know

Furniah

(1) produce - correct answer
(2) money
(1) cheese or dairy products

Sources

of information.

10,
II .

A.

One roin t was ci ven for ea.ch ono of the 9 scores
information
checked.

11,

(1)

12,

(1)

1),

(1)

14,

'l)
1.-

15,
16.
17,

(1)

(1)

18,

(1)
(1)

19.

(1)
:B.

Question 1. One point wns ".iV()ll for a positive
answer.
Question 2. Two points were riven for a positive
answer.
Question J. One ·ooint was oven for a positive
answer.
Question 4. Two :,ooints were civon for a. positiv •.:i ansuer.
Question 5. Two :points wore elven for a. positive
answer~
(For total scor1 the points were added and a.n interval
of 5 was used to classify
the scores into J ranees.)

20,

(1)
( 2)

yes
no

21,

(1)
(2)

yes
no

22,

(1) yes

23,

24,

(2)

no

(1)
(2)

yes
no

(1) yes

25,

II I•

(2)

no

(1)
(2)
(2)

high
medium

At ti tud.e

A. Fa.rm
ft

of

low

1)-17
8-12
0- 7

87
26,

( 1) yes
(2) no
E.

- 1 point wn.s r;i ven for a pos1 ti vo answer.
- 1 point was civon for a negative answer.

Choice of assiotanoe
(2) no

- 1 point was eiven for a positive answer .
- 1 point was oven for a neg""~tive answer.

(1) yes

- 1 point was oven

(1) yes

for a positive

ans wer.

- 1 :point was given for a positive

answer.

(2) no
(1) :res
(2) no

Paee

C.

Government assistance
(1)

JO,
Jl,

- l :point wa.s given for ea.ch of the statements

( 1)
(1)

J2,
JJ,
J4.
J5,

3

cha c...lcad.

(1)
(1)
(1)

D. Church assistance

J6,
37,
JG,

(1)
(1)

J9,

(1)
(1)
(1)

(1)

40,
J,n,

E.

OWn line

(1)
( 2)
(3)
(4)
( 5)

F.

43.

- l point was civon
checked.

s.o.
0

N
F
S. F .

Partner' s lin e
(1)

s.o.

(2)
(3)
( 4)
(5)

0
N

F
S.F.

for each of the sta tement s

88
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G.

Statements

concerning the Welfo.re Program.

44, (same as checked)

./-2 if agree

-2 1£' disaeree

o if neutral

45,

-1 if agree

./-1 if disagree

o if neutral

as checked)

-1 if agree

./-1 if disag;ree

O if neutral

47.

(same as checked)

-1 if agree

,fl if

48,

( same as checked)

-1 if agree

./-1 if disagree

O if neutral

cheeked)

-1 if agree

./-1 if disagree

o if neutral

SO, (same as checked)

-1 if agree

tl

if disagree

O if neutral

51,

(same as checked)

-1 if agree

.fl if disagree

O if neutral

52,

(same as checked)

.fl if agree

-1 if disagree

o if neutral

SJ.

( same as checked)

-2 if agree

{,-2 if disagree

o if neutral

54.

( same as cheeked)

-1 if agree

f2 if disagree

O if neutral

55, (ea.me as checked)

fl if agree

-1 if disagree

O if neutral

56.

(same a.s checked)

-1 if agree

,/-1 if disagree

O if neutral

57.

( same

f1

-1 if

disagree

O if neutral

58.

(same as checked)

( same as checked)

46. (same

49. ( same as

e.s checked)

if

agree

disagree

O if

neutral

{,-1if agree

-1 if disacrea

O if neutral

if agree

59, (same as checked)

tl

-1 if disagree

O if neutral

60.

fl if a.e;ree -1 if disneree

O if neutral

(same as checked)

61.
Limited attitude
(1)
(2)
(J)
(4)

score

very favorable
favorable
neutral

opposed

(5) strongly opposed
(The limited a.tti tu.de score ,ms com:!_:mted
by adding a.lcebraica.11:t only
the points in Part G of the attitude
section.
A fiv&-point interval
was used to classify the scores into a five-point scale.)
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62, General attitude
(1)
(2)
(J)
(4)

score

very favorable

favorable
neutral

opposed

(5) strongly opposed
6J,

Authority

score

(The general attitude
score was computed by adding the points in Pa.rte

A,B,C,D, and G algebraically
and using
a fivo- point interval to classify the
scores into a five-point
scale.)
(The authority

score l>nB computed by
tota1111t; the assit;ned valuation to
statoments 9, 12, 14, 15, 17. The
score of .5 was h1eh, 4 medium, and
0-J low.

( 1) hieh
(2) medium
{J) low

64, H. Attitude towards assistance
/2 if agree
-2 if disagree

O 1f neutral

agree
agree
agree
agree

O if neutral
O if neutral
O if neutro.l

-2 1f
if
tl if
fl if

fl

t2 if disagree

-1 if disagree
-1 if disagree
-1 if disae:ree

O if neutral

( Scores of 6-8 are high, 4-.5 nedium, and 0-J are low.)

(1) for 8
(2)
(J)
(4)
(5)

(6)

for 7
for 6
for 5
for 4
for J

(?) for 2
(8)

for 1
Pa.&e .5

IV.

General information.

6.5. A. Schooling
(1)
(2)
(J)
(4)

for
for
for
for
(5) for
( 6) for
(7) for

grade school
first 2 years of hir;h school
la.st 2 years of high school
2 years of college
4 years of college
:Bachelor's degree
Master's degree

(8) for Ph. D

66, :B. Sex
( 1) ma.le

(2) female

67,

c.

Age

(1) under 2.5
(2) a.s marked

(3) as marked
(4) as marked
(.5) as marked
(6) as marked

68,

(1) home ownor

D.

(2) renter

69,

E.

Occupation
(same as checked)

70,

F.

Income

(same as checked)
71,

G.

Priesthood

held

(same as checked)
72,

H. Attendance

at meetings

(1) for only one
(2) for more than one

r.

73,

v.
?4,

Off1oes held

(1) for only one
(2) for more than one

Part1o1:pat1on in Welfare assignments.
A.

Money
(1) a.l~ys
(2) pa.rt

(3) never
?5,

:B.

Work
(1) al~s
(2) part
(J) never

